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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
Adele's HOUSEKEEPING/ INC./ 
Petitioner/ 
vs« 
BOARD OF REVIEW/ THE INDUSTRIAL 
COMMISSION OF UTAH/ DEPARTMENT 
OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY/ 
Respondent. 
Case No. 870445-CA 
BRIEF OF PETITIONER ADELE'S HOUSEKEEPING/ INC. 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES 
1. Whether the housekeepers are employees of Adele's 
or the homeowners for whom the cleaning services are performed. 
2. Whether petitioner directs and controls the work of 
the housekeepers. 
3. Whether the housekeepers are engaged in the 
independent endeavor of housecleaning. 
4. Whether the remuneration paid by the homeowners to 
housekeepers constitutes wages subject to contributions under the 
Utah Employment Security Act. 
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JURISDICTION 
The statutory authority that confers jurisdiction for 
this petition for review is Utah Code Ann, §35-4-10(i) (1987 Cum. 
Supp.) 
NATURE OF PROCEEDING 
This petition is for review of a decision of the Board 
of Review of The Industrial Commission of Utah/ Department of 
Employment Security/ dated August 25/ 1987. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
After a hearing on January 20/ 1987/ Administrative Law 
Judge Kenneth A. Major/ sitting alone as the appeals tribunal/ 
reversed on February 19/ 1987/ the Department's decision of 
September 30/ 1986/ holding that the cleaning services performed 
by certain housekeepers constituted employment under §§35-4-
22(j)(l) and 35-4-22(p) of the Utah Employment Security Act. A 
request for reconsideration by the Department/ dated February 27/ 
1987/ was found by the tribunal on April 22/ 1987/ to be 
insufficient to overcome the tribunal's previous decision that the 
cleaning services did not constitute employment of the 
housekeepers by petitioner/ Adele's. 
An appeal of the tribunal's decision to the Board of 
Review was made by Don Avery/ Field Audit Supervisor of the Utah 
Department of Employment Security on April 24/ 1987. On August 
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25/ 1987/ the Board of Review reversed the tribunal's decision/ 
concluding that plaintiff has the legal right to direct and 
control the work of the housekeepers and that the housekeepers are 
not customarily engaged in an independently established endeavor 
of the same nature as that involved in the contract of service. 
RELIEF SOUGHT 
Plaintiff seeks a reversal of the decision of the Board 
of Review/ dated August 25/ 1987. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
As a result of a field audit from the Department of 
Employment Security for the years 1983 through 1985 a 
determination was made by the auditor that the housekeepers 
represented by plaintiff/ Adele's Housekeeping/ Inc./ (Adele's)/ 
were employees of Adele's/ thus rendering Adelefs liable for 
contributions to the unemployment compensation fund. After a 
hearing of the matter before the appeals tribunal/ it was 
determined that the housekeepers did not perform services for 
Adele's thereby placing them in Adele's employment. After a 
reconsideration requested by the Department's field audit 
supervisor/ the tribunal reaffirmed his decision which was 
appealed to the Board of Review/ The Industrial Commission of 
Utah/ Unemployment Compensation Appeals. Without a hearing/ the 
Board of Review reversed the decision of the tribunal by 
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determining that the housekeepers were in fact Adele's employees 
because the housekeepers did not meet the employment exclusionary 
tests A and B of the Employment Security Act/ §35-4-
22(j)(5)(A)/(B)# requiring the housekeepers to be free from 
control or direction and customarily engaged in a trade or 
business. 
As determined by the tribunal and admitted by the field 
auditor/ Adele's performs the services of a broker to help 
client-housekeepers and client-homeowners come together* In 
fact/ Adele's serves as agent for both the homeowners and the 
housekeepers. (Tr. 81/ 132/ 150.) Consequently/ Adele's solicits 
or advertises for both the homeowners who need cleaning services 
and the housekeepers to perform those services. (Tr. 87/ 103/ 133/ 
151.) 
Any housekeeper desiring Adele's services executes an 
agreement with Adele's for the following services to be performed 
by Adele's for the benefit of the housekeeper: 
(1) Client Referrals; 
(2) Weekly-hour schedule in geographic areas requested 
by housekeeper; 
(3) Check cashing and collection services; 
(4) Liability insurance upon request; 
(5) Replacement or substitute housekeeper services upon 
forty-eight (48) hours' notice; 
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(6) Certain printed materials/ i.e./ record book/ 
business cards/ receipt forms and brochures: 
(7) Use of Adele's office for "professional purposes"; 
and 
(8) Preparation of a 1099 Income Tax Form "...for all 
contracted jobs scheduled by [A]dele's." (Tr. 27.) 
For these services the agreement provides that the 
housekeeper shall pay Adele's each week a predetermined fee which 
progressively reduces if the housekeeper's services to the 
homeowner continue. (Tr. 90/ 104/ 105, 123, 124/ 132, 151.) The 
rate of fee paid to Adele's by the housekeeper for these services 
is also partially determined by the length of time the housekeeper 
has used the services of Adele's. (Tr. 104, 105.) A special 
provision of the agreement permits the housekeeper to terminate 
payment to Adele's for any referred homeowner by simply paying to 
Adele's a finder's fee of $200.00. (Tr. 27, 133, 152.) 
The homeowners pay for all cleaning services completed 
by housekeepers, usually by check payable to Adele's because such 
method of payment is preferred by the housekeepers. (Tr. 99, 106, 
107.) However, some clients do make cash payments to the 
housekeepers (Tr. 109, 151.), and some even pay them more than the 
rate quoted by Adele's. (Tr. 124.) Some types of cleaning 
projects are specially bid by housekeeper and Adele's. (Tr. 116, 
120, 132.) 
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The housekeeper's required performance under the written 
agreement is to fulfill the specified cleaning schedule requested 
by housekeeper/ or provide a substitute/ provide his or her own 
transportation/ be accessible by telephone and/ after termination/ 
avoid contacting Adele's client-homeowners independently of 
Adele's. (Tr. 27.) 
The written agreement expressly excludes any 
responsibility of Adele's for providing licensing of housekeepers/ 
controlling or directing their work/ providing equipment or 
supplies to them or providing them with training or instruction. 
(Tr. 27.) 
Of special import is the absence from the written 
agreements between Adele's and its client-housekeepers of any 
restraint or restriction of the housekeepers' independent right to 
acquire their own homeowner-clients without the services of 
Adele's. About seventy-five percent (75%) of the housekeepers 
ultimately terminate their contracts with Adele's after they have 
acquired enough clients of their own from subsequent referrals by 
homeowners initially referred by Adele's. (Tr. 118.) None of 
the housekeepers work full time or forty (40) hours per week for 
any homeowner or homeowners referred by Adele's. (Tr. 118.) 
The employment of housekeepers has been terminated only 
by the homeowners/ never by Adele's. (Tr. 118/ 119.) The 
expressed perception of the housekeepers is that only the 
homeowners have the right to discharge a housekeeper. (Tr. 100/ 
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111.) Inadequate performance by a housekeeper is remedied by 
the housekeeper/ if at all/ and at the sole expense of the 
housekeeper. (Tr. 127.) 
ARGUMENT SUMMARY 
In the instant case the defendant is attempting an 
inversion of the respective roles of the homeowners and Adele's by 
claiming Adele's to be the "employer" when the facts clearly 
indicate that the homeowners are the real employers of the 
housekeepers. The overwhelming preponderance of the evidence 
clearly indicates the housecleaning services rendered by the 
housekeepers were neither rendered for Adele's nor compensated by 
Adele's. All personal housecleaning services were rendered 
exclusively for the homeowners/ performed in the residences or 
premises of the homeowners/ directly controlled and supervised by 
the homeowners and totally compensated or paid for by the 
homeowners. Only the homeowners direct the housekeepers in 
regard to what to clean/ how to clean/ where to clean/ when to 
clean and with what to clean. In other words/ the total control 
of the cleaning services performed by the housekeepers is vested 
exclusively in the homeowners/ not Adele's. The real employers 
in the instant case are the homeowners. Adele's simply helps 
such employers obtain their domestic housecleaning employees. 
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Housecleaning/ traditionally an occupation requiring 
meager training and experience/ has seldom commanded significant 
earnings above minimum wage levels. Nearly everyone is presumed 
to be capable of performing to some degree or another rudimentary 
housecleaning chores. The universal societal demand that some 
degree of housekeeping be maintained in every home makes nearly 
everyone customarily engaged as a housekeeper to some degree. In 
the instant case all housekeepers are customarily engaged in the 
independently established occupation of housekeeping for which 
nominal training / if any/ is required. 
Consequently/ the statutory requirements to avoid 
employment/ that the housekeeper be free from control or direction 
of Adele's and customarily engaged in the independently 
established occupation of housecleaning/ are satisfied completely 
by the housekeepers in the instant case. 
ARGUMENT 
I. WHETHER THE HOUSEKEEPERS ARE EMPLOYEES OF ADELE'S 
OR THE HOMEOWNERS FOR WHOM THE CLEANING SERVICES ARE PERFORMED. 
Although Adele's agreements with the housekeepers are 
written/ its engagements with the homeowners are always oral/ made 
most frequently by telephone/ and exclusively in the nature of 
referring the homeowner to a housekeeper who then independently 
contracts with the homeowner to perform the actual cleaning 
services in the homeowner's home. (Tr. 123.) The actual 
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employment contract between the homeowner and the housekeeper is 
also always oral. Consequently/ each engagement of a housekeeper 
involves three (3) agreements: 
(1) The written agency agreement between the 
housekeeper and Adele's/ by which the housekeeper employs Adele's 
for referral services (Tr. 96.): 
(2) The oral engagement between Adele's and the 
homeowner requesting cleaning services (Tr. 123/ 124.); and 
(3) The oral employment agreement between the homeowner 
and the housekeeper for the actual cleaning services. (Tr. 88/ 
105/ 106.) When the true substance and terms of these three 
agreements are understood/ it is obvious that the housekeepers/ 
performing the compensated services/ are strictly in the employ of 
the homeowners who pay for the cleaning services after 
instructing/ directing and controlling the performance of the 
personal services of the housekeepers. 
No wages are paid to any housekeeper by Adele's. All 
such payments are derived directly from the homeowners who receive 
the cleaning services. (Tr. 79.) For the mutual convenience of 
the housekeepers and Adele's/ the checks for cleaning services are 
made out to Adele's. The "contract of hire/" therefore is in 
reality the oral agreement between the homeowner and the 
housekeeper/ not between Adele's and the housekeeper. The Utah 
Supreme Court has construed the meaning of a contract of hire to 
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...include any agreement under which one person 
performs personal services at the request of 
another who pays for the services. Blaimeres v. 
Board of Review/ 584 P.2d 889, 891 (1978TT 
The definition requires the employer both to request and to pay 
for the employee's personal services. Applying that definition 
to the instant case/ we discern that the personal services 
performed by the housekeeper are requested by the homeowner and 
paid for by the homeowner. It can only be inferred that the 
housekeeper is in fact the employee of the homeowner, not Adele's 
who neither requested the personal services of the housekeeper nor 
paid for them. A specific statutory exemption precludes the 
homeowners, however, from being construed as employers if they 
...do not employ one employee or more than one 
employee at least 40 hours per week. Utah Code Ann. 
§35-1-42 (2) (ii) (1987 Cum. Supp.) 
To conclude that the housekeepers are employees of Adele's is to 
give a false construction to the agreements and relationships 
between Adele's, the homeowners and the housekeepers. 
II. WHETHER PLAINTIFF DIRECTS AND CONTROLS THE WORK OF 
THE HOUSEKEEPERS. 
In light of the evidence in the instant case indicating 
that the housekeepers were entirely free from control or direction 
by Adele's over the performance of their personal housecleaning 
services, (Tr. 88, 89, 96, 97, 101, 112, 113.), the Board of 
Review was compelled to find another basis of control other than 
the actual facts of the case. This other basis was a presumed, 
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non-contractual "...legal right to direct and control the work of 
the housekeepers in the instant case." (Tr. 158.) No such right 
is either described or reserved to Adele's in its written 
agreements with the housekeepers. In fact/ the very terms of 
those agreements negate any such right in Adele's. (Tr. 27.) It 
is also impossible to infer the existence of such right from the 
conduct of the parties. Far from directing and controlling the 
personal services performed by the housekeepers/ Adele's is 
totally unaware and uninformed in regard to most personal services 
performed by the housekeepers in the homes of the clients. In 
Barney v. Dept. of Employment Sec./ 681 P.2d 1273 (Utah 1984), it 
was held that when a survey of the record does not reveal any 
evidence of control/ the alleged employees were not performing 
services "in employment". Similarly/ in North American Bldrs./ 
Inc./ v. Unemployment Comp. D./ 451 P.2d 142 (Utah 1969)/ actual 
evidence of exercised control over performance of the alleged 
employees is strictly required and apparently not presumed. 
Since 1940/ the rule in Utah has been that when an alleged 
employee is free from all direction and control by the alleged 
employer/ both in fact and under a written contract/ he is not "in 
employment." See Fuller Brush Co. v. Industrial Commission of 
Utah/ 104 P.2d 201 (Utah 1940). 
The Department has improperly inferred some degree of 
possible control from three incidental facts/ all of which more 
accurately suggest an opposite inference of no control by Adele's. 
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First is the inference of control from Adele's contractual 
requirement of 48 hours1 notice from the housekeeper/ if the 
housekeeper should desire a substitute or replacement for a 
scheduled housecleaning service. It should be noted that the 
primary obligation to provide a substitute is vested by the 
written contract in the scheduled housekeeper/ not Adele's. 
Adele's has only agreed to assist in securing a replacement if 
given adequate notice of 48 hours. Failure to give the notice/ 
followed by failure to perform the scheduled cleaning/ could very 
likely result in the termination by the homeowner of the 
homeowner's oral agreement of hire with housekeeper and possibly 
the termination of the homeowner's oral engagement with Adele's/ 
but not necessarily the latter. Adele's may be requested to 
provide a more reliable housekeeper. (Tr. 125/ 127.) 
Second/ the Department inferred that the housekeepers 
were somehow controlled by Adele's because of the contractual 
right of a housekeeper to pay a lump-sum finder's fee of $200.00 
in lieu of an ongoing commission to Adele's. (Tr. 156.) The 
truth lies in the reverse. The very existence of such a 
contractual right is clarion proof that the housekeepers are free 
of the control of Adele's. This fact is especially significant 
in light of the fact that seventy-five percent (75%) of the 
housekeepers terminate their employment of Adele's after they have 
obtained enough of their own clients subsequently referred to them 
by clients initially referred by Adele's. (Tr. 118.) 
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The third improper or incorrect inference is that the 
ongoing relationship between the housekeepers and Adele's must 
give rise to control of the housekeepers by Adele's. This 
inference is only possible by overlooking the fact that/ as 
homeowner's employment of a housekeeper continues/ not only the 
commission reduces/ but the housekeeper's involvement with Adele's 
reduces as well. (Tr# 123/ 124.) In fact/ there may be no more 
contact of Adele's by the homeowner because all arrangements for 
hours worked and all instructions and directions for the work are 
given by the homeowner to the housekeeper. (Tr. 88/ 89/ 112/ 113.) 
There is simply no real evidence in the transcript of Adele's 
control of the housekeepers. (Tr. 120/ 121.) 
III. WHETHER THE HOUSEKEEPERS ARE ENGAGED IN THE 
INDEPENDENT ENDEAVOR OF HOUSECLEANING. 
The record is replete with evidence that the individual 
housekeepers are "...customarily engaged in an independently 
established ...occupation...of the same nature as that involved in 
the contract of service." Utah Code Ann. §35-4-22(j)(5)(B). Such 
evidence is more than adequate to satisfy the B test exclusion of 
the housekeepers from employment. It is estimated that fifty 
percent (50%) of the housekeepers have had prior experience in 
housekeeping. (Tr. 115.) Even the Department admits that the 
only housekeepers who continue the services of Adele's are those 
...who have learned how to do the work before they 
start accepting referrals from Adele's. (Tr. 152.) 
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Both of the witnesses called by the Department testified that they 
were or had been independently engaged in housecleaning for 
clients other than those referred by Adele's. (Tr. 91/ 94/ 98/ 
103.) 
Although many of the housekeepers may never have been 
engaged in housekeeping for pay prior to their retaining Adele's 
for cleaning job referrals/ it would be a far stretch of the 
imagination to conclude that they have never previously engaged in 
the endeavor. The occupation of housecleaning is one of the 
most common human endeavors performed universally in all 
households either by members of the household or by employed 
servants or housekeepers. The training and skill level required 
for the endeavor is probably as minimal as for any occupation 
known to man. Consequently/ it is not necessary for Adele's to 
provide any training or instruction for housekeepers which employ 
the services of Adele's because it may be presumed that nearly 
everyone has engaged to some degree in the age old occupation of 
housecleaning. The written agreements between Adele's and the 
housekeepers expressly preclude the providing of training and 
instruction by Adele's. (Tr. 27.) 
The Department alludes to the fact that the housekeepers 
make no investment in their independent endeavor or occupation as 
housekeepers. (Tr. 152.) The nature of the housecleaning 
occupation/ however/ requires no investment for materials and 
equipment because all such are usually provided by the homeowners 
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with the occasional exception of a housekeeper providing her own 
materials and vacuum. (Tr. 89/ 112.) The record is very clear 
that all housekeepers do make an investment in transportation to 
get to and from the homes of the client/ the expense of which is 
exclusively that of the housekeeper. (Tr. 27/ 84/ 106.) Also/ 
the housekeeper must provide telephone communication (Tr. 27.) and 
employ a substitute if unable to fulfill a work assignment (Tr. 
93/ 94.) or if assistance is needed to complete a work assignment 
(Tr. 99/ 100/ 107.) 
The seventeen (17) responses to the questionnaires/ 
mailed without supplemental information/ instructions or 
definitions/ to sixty (60) housekeepers/ employing Adele's as 
their referral agent/ were admittedly difficult to understand and 
answer. (Tr. 72/ 73/ 77/ 91-93.) Certain terms used therein have 
special legal and business meanings which were presumed to be 
understood by the housekeepers/ i.e./ "employment/" "employer/" 
"continuing basis/" "hire/" "bill or invoice/" "liability." 
"license/" "self-employed/" "investment/" "advertise/" "office or 
other place of business/" and "independent contractor." To 
avoid the danger of presumptive meanings of such terms# even the 
legislature has provided statutory definitions of many of said 
terms. It was not only presumptive of the Department to assume 
that the housekeepers would understand such terms/ but highly 
naive to assume that the housekeepers would understand 
sufficiently to answer the questionnaire correctly. One of the 
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witnesses clearly didn't understand and answered incorrectly. (Tr. 
30/ 31/ 91-93.) The responses to the questionnaire are entitled 
to little/ if any/ probative weight. 
The testimony of the witnesses called by the Department 
was clear and arresting in regard to the housekeepers' status as 
independent contractors—working for themselves/ free of the 
control of their agent/ Adele's (TR. 88/ 92, 93, 102/ 103.)/ but 
completely subject to the control of their employers/ the 
homeowners. Also/ both witnesses emphatically stated that 
Adele's had no right or power to discharge or terminate them as 
housekeepers. Only the homeowners have that right of termination 
(Tr. 100/ 111.)/ a fact most indicative of the housekeepers' 
status as contractors engaged indepently in the occupation of 
housecleaning. 
IV. WHETHER THE RENUMERATION PAID BY THE HOMEOWNERS TO 
HOUSEKEEPERS CONSTITUTES WAGES SUBJECT TO CONTRIBUTIONS UNDER THE 
UTAH EMPLOYMENT SECURITY ACT, 
As already presented in point one (I) above/ Adele's 
pays no wages to the housekeepers. The homeowners' checks or 
cash payments delivered to Adele's by the housekeepers are simply 
cashed and the funds thereof relayed to the housekeepers by 
Adele's every two (2) weeks after deduction therefrom of the 
commission due Adele's for client referral/ scheduling/ 
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advertising/ printed materials/ insurance and income tax 
reporting. (Tr. 122.) These services for the housekeepers are 
agency services required by the written agency agreement between 
the housekeepers and Adele's which cannot be legitimately 
construed as a contract of hire. The only contract of hire in 
the present case is the oral employment agreement between the 
homeowner and the housekeeper to which Adele's is not a party. 
(Tr. 88, 105/ 106.) 
The findings and legal analysis of the appeals tribunal 
correctly apply the relevant statutes and court decisions to the 
instant case. 
The auditor in this case relied on the "AB" test as 
stated in Secion 35-4-22-(j)(5) of the Utah 
Employment Security Act to determine whether the 
housekeeper's services could be excluded. This 
test is provided to determine whether services can 
be excluded after an initial determination has been 
made as to whether the services in question 
actually constitute employment for a wage. Until 
such determination is made/ Section 35-4-22(j)(5) 
does not apply. 
The Utah Supreme Court in Fuller Brush vs 
Industrial Cmmission (99 Utah 97 107 P.2d. 201 
1940) has addressed this issue. The court stated 
that it must be determined first whether the 
individual rendered a personal service for a wage 
or under a contract of hire? If so/ then was he 
entitled to receive remuneration based upon such 
service? These questions originate from Sections 
35-4-22(j)(1) and 35-4~22(p) of the Utah Employment 
Security Act which defines employment and wages. 
In determining whether an employment relationship 
exists the Utah Supreme Court/ based on Fuller 
Brush vs Industrial Commission (99 Utah 97 107 
P.2d. 201 1940)/ defined a "contract of hire"/ as 
stated in Section 35-4-22(j)(1) of the Utah 
Employment Security Act/ to include an agreement 
under which one person performs personal services 
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at the request of another who pays for the 
services. (Blamires vs Board of Review Utah 584 
P.2d. 889 19781 
At first glance/ the service the housekeeper 
performed appears to be for Adele's. However/ a 
deeper look does not support such a conclusion. 
The actual service being performed is for the 
client homeowner. This is evident by the client 
and the housekeeper arranging the time for the 
cleaning/ the client instructing the housekeeper as 
to what work to be done and how# the cleint 
furnishing supplies and equipment and in some cases 
actually dealing with the housekeeper in 
negotiating a price. Further/ the housekeeper 
looks to the client for payment. The housekeeper 
has no recourse with Adele's. The primary element 
exhibiting control/ to show a service rendered for 
Adele's/ is the recommended rates. However/ in 
Blamires vs Board of Review (ibid) the court held 
such as insufficient to demonstrate control. Since 
a preponderance of the evidence demonstrates the 
control and actual service being rendered in behalf 
of the homeowner/ the Tribunal concludes the 
contract of hire does not exists [sic] between the 
housekeeper and Adele's as required by Section 35-
4-22(j)(l) of the Utah Employment Security Act. A 
preponderance of the evidence portrays Adele's 
functioning as a broker finding housekeepers for 
homeowners. Either the housekeeper performed a 
service for the homeowner as the homeowner's 
employee or possibly the housekeeper was 
established in an independent trade. The Tribunal 
does not issue a decision upon such since such was 
not within the scope or the issue of the hearing. 
The first glance confusion in the present case arises 
because of the dual role of Adele's as a double agent/ both for 
the homeowners and the housekeepers/ brokering the mutual 
association of a homeowner and a housekeeper into an employment 
contract for the cleaning of the homeowner's home by the 
housekeeper for a fee paid by the homeowner to the housekeeper who 
in turn must pay a commission to Adele's for the homeowner 
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referral and other services incidental thereto. The Department's 
attempt in the instant case to confuse the roles of the agent/ 
Adele's/ with the employer/ the homeowner/ fails when the source 
of remuneration—the homeowner—is clearly revealed. Adele's is 
not that source. The role of Adele's is simply to be the agent 
or broker in bringing the real employer/ the homeowner/ and the 
real employee/ the housekeeper/ together. 
CONCLUSION 
It is respectfully submitted that the only clear 
implication of the facts in the instant case indicate that the 
housekeepers are the employees of the homeowners for whom they 
perform personal cleaning services. The petitioner/ Adele's/ 
neither directs nor controls the work of the housekeepers who are 
engaged in the independent endeavor or occupation of 
housecleaning. The remuneration paid by the homeowners to the 
housekeepers/ although constituting wages/ is expressly exempt 
from contributions under the Utah Employment Security Act by 
virtue of Utah Code Ann. §35-l-42( 2) (ii) and (3)(d). The 
overwhelming preponderance of the evidence supports the tribunal's 
finding that the housekeepers did not perform their housekeeping 
services for Adele's. The decision of the Board of Review should 
be reversed and vacated. 
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Dated this 15th day of December/ 1987. 
PARKER/ THORNLEY & CRITCHLOW 
Attoprfe^s for Petitioner 
Adele's Housekeeping/ Inc. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
This is to certify that two copies of the foregoing 
BRIEF OF PETITIONER ADELE'S HOUSEKEEPING/ INC. were mailed postage 
prepaid this 15th day of December/ 1987/ to the following: 
K. ALlan Zabel/ Special Assistant Attorney General/ 1234 South 
Main Street/ P.O. Box 11600/ Salt Lake City/ Utah 84147. 
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ADDENDUM 
Exhibit A: Field Auditor's Letter to Adelefs Housekeeping/ 
Inc./ dated September 30/ 1986. 
Exhibit B: Decision of Appeals Tribunal/ Kenneth A. Major/ 
dated February 19/ 1987. 
Exhibit C: Decision of Board of Review/ dated August 25/ 1987. 
Exhibit D: Facsimile Agreement between Adele's Housekeeping/ 
Inc./ and the Housekeepers. 
Exhibit E: Status Questionnaire of Bette Salo. 
Exhibit F: Status Questionnaire of Vicky George. 
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Adele f s Housekeeping, Inc . 1-114659-1 temcet N. 
Com miss 
and 
Valena Ottley-Magil l dba 3-114659-0 
Adele ' s Housekeeping 
7109 Highland Dr. //102 B 
Salt Lake City, UT 84121 
Attn: Valena 
This letter is in reference to the audit completed on the above listed 
businesses. For the year 1985, Adelefs Housekeeping, Inc., and for 1983, and 
1984, Valena Ottley Magill dba Adelefs Housekeeping. 
Enclosed is a copy of the audit form for each entity, along with a Form 
91, Schedule of Unreported Wages, for each. Listed are all of those persons 
who were considered by the employer to be independent contractors. 
For an individuals services to be considered exempt from employment, 
they must pass the tests set forth in Section 35-4-22(j)(5) of the Utah Emp-
loyment Security Act. Section 35-4-22(j)(5) states: 
"Services performed by an individual for wages or under any 
contract of hire, written or oral, express or implied, are 
deemed to be employment subject to this act unless and until 
it is shown to the satisfaction of the commission that: 
(A)The individual has been and will continue to 
be free from control or direction over the per-
formance of those services, both under his con-
tract of hire and in fact; 
(B)The individual is customarily engaged in an 
independently established trade, occupation, 
profession or business of the same nature as 
that involved in the contract of service." 
It is this Auditors determination that all of the persons on'the audit 
fail to pass both of the tests listed above. 
Part A of the test is not met due to an agreement that each worker, or 
fHousekeeper1 as the employer calls them, signs. This contract states that 
Adele's will furnish business cards, receipt forms, and a record book. The 
Business cards and receipt forms both have the business name of Adele's on 
them. The contract also controls the relationship between the housekeeper 
and the client in that it bars the housekeeper from entering into a separate 
business relationship with any clients, should the relationship between the 
housekeeper and Adelefs be terminated. 
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Adele's will also furnish liability insurance on any housekeeper who 
requests it. 
Part B of the test is also not met. Sixty Form 1-1, Status Question-
airs were sent out to Adelefs housekeepers. Seventeen were returned with 
an answer. Of that number, fifteen stated that they did not consider them-
selves to be self employed. Neither of the two who did consider themselves 
to be self employed performed the same service for other people, only those 
who came through Adelefs. 
Payment for the housekeeping service is collected by the housekeeper, 
however, payment is made to Adelefs. Also, if a housekeeper were to walk 
off the job it would be Adelefs responsibility to get someone else to com-
plete the job. The housekeepers are not in any position to suffer a bus- ^ 
iness loss from their relationship with Adele's. 
While Adelefs contends that they are an agency for Housetchapers, and that 
the housekeepers are independent, Adelefs advertizes through flyers and the 
Yellow Pgges. They advertize housecleaning done. None of those persons who 
answered the Status Questionair advertized their services. 
Since none of the individuals picked up on the audit pass the tests 
set forth above, their services ar found to be in employment subject to the 
Utah Employment Security Act. Remuneration for their services is deemed to 
be wages subject to contributions under the act. 
If you do not agree with this determination, you have ten days from the 
date of this letter to file an appeal with this department in writing. If no 
appeal is to be filed, the amount due of $1,348.86 as a result of the audit 
on Adelef8, Inc., and the amount due of $10, 935.03 as a result of the audit 
on Valena Ottley-Magill dba Adelefs Housekeeping, must be paid. 
Again, an appeal must be filed, in writing, no later than ten days from 
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EXHIBIT A 
ME INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF UT 
DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY 
Appeals Tribunal 
Decision of Administrative Law Judge 
EXHIBIT B 
Adele's Housekeeping, Inc. 
c/o William J. Critchlow, III 
P. 0. Box 107 
Ogden, Utah 84402 
Employer No. 1-114659-1 
Case No. 86-A-6757 
APPEAL FILED: November 3, 1986 
APPEARANCES: Department: 
Michael Bruch, Field Auditor 
Employer: 
William J. Critchlow, Attny. 
Valena Magill, Pres. 
Doris Ottley, Sec. 
James Magill, Vice Pres. 
Wittness: 
Bette Salo, Housekeeper 
Vickie George, Housekeeper 
DATE OF HEARING: January 20, 1987 
PLACE OF HEARING: Ogden, Utah 
ISSUE: 
Whether various housekeepers performed a service for Adele's constituting 
employment covered by the provisions of the Utah Employment Security Act. 
Sections 35-4-22(j)(l), 35-4-22(p) and 35-4-22(j)(5) of the Utah Employment 
Security Act is quoted on the attached sheet. 
FINDINGS OF FACT: 
Adele's Housekeeping provides a service to homeowners of referring housekeepers. 
Adele's considers themselves as a broker to help housekeepers and homeowners 
come together. A client would typically contact the employer expressing what 
type of house cleaning he was desirous of obtaining i.e. weekly, periodic, spring 
cleaning, etc. After which Adele's would then contact various housekeepers 
inquiring whether they would be interested in cleaning for the client and what 
the client was willing to pay. If the housekeeper accepts the contract, the 
housekeeper contacts the homeowner to arrange an appointment for the cleaning, 
obtaining instructions, etc. The client instructs the housekeeper as to what 
work is to be performed and he inspects such work. Upon completion of the work, 
the client may pay the housekeeper directly or pay Adele's. If the payment is 
made to the housekeeper, the housekeeper must pay Adele's a finders fee. If 
payment is made to Adele's, Adele's takes their finders fee and remits the 
remainder to the housekeeper. If the service relationship continues between the 
client and the housekeeper, Adele's decreases the finders fee. Initially Adele's 
often quotes the going rate for the client before obtaining the housekeeper. On 
larger cleaning projects such as construction clean up, etc. Adele's does not 
recommend a rate but leaves the negotiation totally between the client and the 
housekeeper. 000132 
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Adele's Housekeeping, Inc. 
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Adele's often obtains housekeepers by placing an ad in newspapers. When con-
tracting with the housekeeper, Adele's explains they are offering a "brokers 
service" to bring the clients and housekeepers together and Adele's considers 
them to be independent. The housekeepers are free to obtain and develop their 
own clientele. Some of the housekeepers actually do so, while others are content 
with accepting what jobs they want as referred to them by Adele's, Adele's 
allows any of the housekeepers to purchase any of the clientele contracts for a 
fee of $200. Some housekeepers have actually purchased such clientele. Adele's 
does not furnish any supplies and equipment. The housekeepers must look to the 
client for such or furnish their own. 
An auditor for the Department performed an audit upon Adele's and held the 
housekeeper was in Adele's employment. The auditor found that the services could 
not be exempt pursuant to Section 35-4-22(j)(5) of the Utah Employment Security 
Act. 
REASONING AND CONCLUSION: 
The auditor in this case relied upon the "AB" test as stated in Section 35-4-22-
(j)(5) of the Utah Employment Security Act to determine whether the housekeeper's 
services could be excluded. This test is provided to determine whether services 
can be excluded after an initial determination has been made as to whether the 
services in question actually constitute employment for a wage. Until such 
determination is made, Section 35-4-22(j)(5) does not apply. 
The Utah Supreme Court in Fuller Brush vs Industrial Commission (99 Utah 97 107 
P. 2d. 201 1940) has addressed this issue. The court stated that it must be 
determined first whether the individual rendered a personal service for a wage or 
under a contract of hire? If so, then was he entitled to receive remuneration 
based upon such service? These questions originate from Sections 35-4-22(j)(l) 
and 35-4-22(p) of the Utah Employment Security Act which defines employment and 
wages. In determining whether an employment relationship exists the Utah Supreme 
Court, based on Fuller Brush vs Industrial Commission (99 Utah 97 107 P. 2d. 201 
1940), defined a "contract of hire", as stated in Section 35-4-22(j)(l) of the 
Utah Employment Security Act, to include any agreement under which one person 
performs personal services at the request of another who pays for the services. 
(Blamires vs Board of Review Utah 584 P. 2d. 889 1978) 
At first glance, the service the housekeeper performed appears to be for Adele's. 
However, a deeper look does not support such a conclusion. The actual service 
being performed is for the client homeowner. This is evident by the client and 
the housekeeper arranging the time for the cleaning, the client instructing the 
housekeeper as to what work to be done and how, the client furnishing supplies 
and equipment and in some cases actually dealing with the housekeeper in nego-
tiating a price. Further, the housekeeper looks to the client for payment. 
The housekeeper has no recourse with Adele's. The primary element exhibiting 
control, to show a service rendered for Adele's, is the recommended rates. 
However, in Blamires vs Board of Review (ibid) the court held such as insuffi-
cient to demonstrate control. Since a preponderance of the evidence demonstrates 
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the control and actual service being rendered in behalf of the homeowner, the 
Tribunal concludes the contract of hire does not exists between the housekeeper 
and Adele's as required by Section 35-4-22(j)(l) of the Utah Employment Security 
Act. A preponderance of the evidence portrays Adele's functioning as a broker 
finding housekeepers for homeowners. Either the housekeeper performed a service 
for the homeowner as the homeowner's employee or possibly the housekeeper was 
established in an independent trade. The Tribunal does not issue a decision upon 
such since such was not within the scope or the issue of the hearing. 
DECISION: 
The Tribunal reverses the Department's decision dated September 30, 1986 holding 
housekeepers performed a service constituting employment for Adele's. The 
Tribunal finds the housekeepers did not perform the service for Adele's as 
provided by Section 35-4-22(j)(l) and 35-4-22(p) of the Utah Employment Security 
Act but such service was performed for the homeowner. 
snneth A. to 
Administrative/ufw Judge 
APPEALS TRIBUNAL 
This decision will become final unless within ten days from February 19, 1987, 
further written appeal is made'to the Board of Review (P. 0. Box 11600, Salt Lake 
City, Utah 84147) setting forth grounds upon which the appeal is made. 
jl 
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The Industrial Commission of Utah 
Unemployment Compensation Appeals 
ADELE'S HOUSEKEEPING, INC. 
EMP. NO. 1-114659-1 
DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY 
Case No. 86-A-6757 
DECISION 
Case No. 87-BR-262 
The Department of Employment Security appeals the decision of the 
Administrative Law Judge reversing an ear l ier Department determination and 
holding that the housekeepers did not perform services for Adele's as 
provided by §§35-4-22(j)(l) and 35-4-22(p) of the Utah Employment Security 
Act, but such service was performed for the homeowner clients. After 
careful consideration of the record in this matter, the Board of Review 
reverses the decision of the Administrative Law Judge and determines that 
the housekeepers performed services for Adele's and are " in employment" as 
defined by §35-4-22(j)(l) of the Act; and further said housekeepers are 
not exempt from covered employment as not having sat isf ied either the "A" 
or "B" tests of §35-4-22(j)(5) of the Act. The remuneration received by 
the housekeepers for their services therefore constitutes wages subject to 
contributions under the Act. 
In reversing the decision of the Administrative Law Judge, the 
Board of Review makes its findings of fact and conclusions of law and 
decision as follows: 
FINDINGS OF FACT: 
Adele's Housekeeping, Inc., formerly Adele's Housekeeping, a 
proprietorship, hereinafter referred to as "Adele's/ provides a service to 
homeowners and others, such as apartment complexes, of referring workers 
who do housecleaning and housekeeping services, hereinafter referred to as 
"housekeepers," to said homeowners or others desirous of such services, 
hereinafter referred to as "clients/ A client would typically contact 
Adele's expressing what type of housecleaning he was desirous of obtaining, 
i .e . , periodic such as weekly or biweekly, spring cleaning, etc. AdeleTs 
would then contact various housekeepers Inquiring whether they would be 
Interested 1n cleaning for the client. I f a housekeeper accepted the par-
ticular cleaning assignment, the housekeeper would then contact the client 
to arrange an appointment to perform the cleaning and obtain Instructions 
from the client. The client informs the housekeeper with respect to the 
details of the cleaning work he desires to be performed. Adele's does not 
normally Inspect the work after 1t 1s completed relying upon word back from 
the client 1f there 1s any complaint or the work 1s not to the client's 
satisfaction. 
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Upon completion of the work the client normally pays for the 
services performed by delivering a check made payable to Adele's to the 
housekeeper for delivery to Adele's and cashing by Adele's. The house-
keepers are normally paid by Adele's every two weeks for the i r services. 
Out of a l l money earned by the housekeepers Adele's deducts a commission 
ranging from twenty-five to f i f t y percent and pays the balance to the house-
keepers. I f a c l ient pays a housekeeper either in cash or by a check made 
payable to the housekeeper, the housekeeper has the option of paying Adele's 
the twenty-five to f i f ty-percent commission and keeping the rest or turning 
the ful l amount over to Adele's and then being paid back the amount to 
which the housekeeper is entitled after Adele's deducts the commission 
to which i t is entitled. The commissions deducted by Adele's from the 
full amount paid for the cleaning services by the clients vary according 
to whether the client is a regular client, how long the client has been 
a c l ient of Adele's, and how long the housekeeper has worked under the 
arrangement described above with Adele's. The fees withheld by Adele's 
decrease as time goes on but not less than the minimum fee of twenty-five 
percent. I n i t i a l l y when a cl ient contacts Adele's to inquire about and 
request housecleaning services, Adele's usually quotes the going hourly 
rate which the c l ient w i l l be required to pay. 
Adele's obtains contacts with clients who need housecleaning serv-
ices by advertising in the yellow pages, newspapers, door-to-door flyers, 
coupons, phone soliciting, etc. Adele's obtains housekeepers to refer out 
on cleaning assignments by advertising in the newspapers and other media 
for "Housekeepers Needed/ I f Adele's is not satisfied with the work of a 
particular housekeeper, i t 1s not necessary for Adele's to formally dis-
charge such an individual. Adele's simply does not call on that housekeeper 
again for referral to other jobs. Adele's does not train new housekeepers 
in the sense of holding formal classes or training sessions. Adele's 
does have available 1n Its office books and references on housecleaning 
techniques and methods which are available to the housekeepers. The method 
used for selecting housekeepers negates the need for Adele's to train new 
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housekeepers. I f a prospective housekeeper does not do the job the f i r s t 
time they are assigned, they are not called on again for referral to other 
jobs. Adele's only keeps those people who apply to work as housekeepers 
who are capable and who have learned how to do the work before they start 
accepting referrals from Adele's. Ninety percent of the clients are 
"regular" in the sense that they are set up on a regular schedule for the 
same housekeeper to do their housekeeping on a regular weekly, biweekly, or 
monthly ongoing service arrangement. 
A questionnaire was sent out by a Department Representative at 
random to some sixty present and former housekeepers. Some seventeen 
responses were returned. Most of those responding to the questionnaire 
indicated that they did not consider themselves to be self-employed 1n the i r 
own Independent occupation or business. Most of the responses indicated 
that no investment had been made 1n establishing a business of their own. 
Al l but one of the housekeepers responding indicated that they did not 
advertise for their services. Also a l l but one responded that they did 
not perform this type of service for others as an independent contractor. 
Several respondents indicated that they were provided with stationery and 
business cards with the name of Adele's thereon. 
The housekeepers were required to enter into a written contract 
with Adele's which provided, inter a l i a , that no c l ient referred to a house-
keeper by Adele's shall be contacted by a housekeeper independently during 
the period of the agreement or for six months after termination of the 
agreement between Adele's and the housekeeper* The contract further 
required a housekeeper to pay Adele's a $200 finder's fee per client in the 
event that a housekeeper should contact a cl ient of Adele's independently 
during the period of the agreement or six months thereafter to perform 
housecleanlng services for such a c l i en t . The contract further provides 
that Adele's shall schedule hours and geographic areas as specified by the 
housekeeper 1n advance on a weekly basis. I t also provides that i t is the 
responsibil i ty of a housekeeper to fu l f i l l the specified schedule unless a 
housekeeper provides a replacement or the housekeeper notifies Adele's at 
-00176 
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least forty-eight hours pr ior to the scheduled assignment to allow Adele's 
opportunity to obtain some other housekeeper to perform the job. I f a 
housekeeper f a i l s to perform an assigned cleaning job or make arrangements 
to have someone else do the job or not i fy Adele's more than forty-eight 
hours in advance and the cleaning assignment is not done, Adele's nonethe-
less collects i t s fee with respect to the job from the assigned housekeeper 
because Adele's considers that i t is ent i t led to i t s commission on the job 
which should have been performed but was not, due to derel ict ion on the 
part of the particular housekeeper. The contract further provides that 
Adele's w i l l provide a record book, business cards, receipts forms and 
brochures a l l under the name of Adele's. Adele's does not furnish any 
cleaning too ls , equipment or supplies. The clients normally furnish the 
same. Occasionally a housekeeper wi l l furnish her own vacuum cleaner or 
some other cleaning tool i f she is dissatisf ied with the.client's equipment. 
Adele's furnishes l i a b i l i t y insurance for some but not a l l house-
keepers to cover for l i a b i l i t y for breakage or damage to the c l ient 's 
premises. No type of bond is furnished. Some of the housekeepers obtained 
a general business license for housekeeping from the local governmental 
authority. A few of the housekeepers had a few cl ients other than those 
referred by Adele's, but the vast majority of the housekeepers had no other 
cl ients than those referred by Adele's. The housekeepers are not paid any 
vacation pay, holiday pay or sick pay. Al l of the housekeepers work less 
than f u l l t ime. Adele's does not enter Into a written contract with the 
respective clients. I t 1s entirely a verbal arrangement between Adele's 
and the clients for whom the housecleaning services are performed, 
REASONING AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW: 
The applicable provisions of the Utah Employment Security Act 
are as follows: 
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§35-4-22(j)(l) "Employment" means any service perform-
ed .. . including service in Interstate commerce, and 
service as an officer of a corporation performed for 
wayes or under any contract of hire written or oral, 
express or implied. 
§35-4-22(j)(5) Services performed by an individual for 
wages or under any contract of hire, written or oral, 
express or implied, are deemed to be employment subject 
to this act unless and until it 1s shown to the satis-
faction of the commission that: 
(J)(5)(A) The individual has been and will continue to 
be free from control or direction over the performance 
of those services, both under his contract of hire and 
in fact; 
(J)(5)(B) The individual is customarily engaged in an 
independently established trade, occupation, profes-
sion, or business of the same nature as that involved 
in the contract of service. 
The Department is in the process of proposing official Unemploy-
ment Insurance Rules interpreting the above-quoted Sections of the Act. 
Proposed Rule A pertaining to §35-4-22(j)(5) of the Act provides as follows: 
A. GENERAL DEFINITION 
An Individual performing personal services for wages 1$ 
in employment subject to the Act unless It 1s shown 
that for the period 1n question both of the following 
are satisfied: (1) the individual was free from con-
trol and direction and (2) the Individual performing 
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the service was customarily engaged in an Independently 
established endeavor of the same nature as that i n -
volved in the contract of service. These two elements 
constitute the "AB" test used to determine i f services 
performed are in employment. In order for an ind iv id-
u a l ^ services to be excluded from coverage under the 
Act both elements of the UAB" test must be met. The 
"AB" test d i f fers somewhat from the common law test 
used in FUTA (Federal Unemployment Tax Act). Under 
common law, an individual's services are in employment 
i f the principal for whom he works has the legal r 1ght 
to direct and control his work (the "A" test 1n our 
Act). However, FUTA does not have a "B" test and 
therefore i t is possible for services to be exempt 
under FUTA and to be "in employment" under the Utah 
Employment Security Act i f the worker is free from 
control but is not independently established in the 
business to provide the same service for other custom-
ers. The term "independent contractor" is not used in 
the Act and the use of that t i t l e even i f by a contract 
or by def in i t ion of any other authority does not in and 
of i t se l f exclude the individual from being considered 
in employment. 
The provision in the contract between Adele's and the housekeepers 
requiring a housekeeper to either perform an assigned cleaning job or make 
arrangements to have someone else do the job or notify Adele's more than 
forty-eight hours in advance to allow Adele's sufficient time to find 
another housekeeper to do the work weighs 1n the direction of employment 
because 1t indicates that the primary responsibility to the client to 
assure that the cleaning work was performed lay upon Adele's. I t 1s a 
piece-work sort of arrangement in which Adele's has the responsibility to 
the client to see to i t that the work 1s done and i f one housekeeper9 for 
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whatever reason, cannot perform that particular piece-work assignment, 
then Adele's has made provision to be notif ied so as to be able to make 
arrangements for some other one of i ts piece-worker housekeepers to go out 
and f u l f i l l the assignment. Adele's controls the housekeeper in th is 
regard by i ts practice of charging the housekeeper i t s usual fee i f the 
housekeeper does not comply with the contract and the particular house-
cleaning assignment is not performed. 
Another provision of the contract prohibit ing a housekeeper from 
contacting or performing services for a cl ient of Adele's independently 
during the period of the agreement or for six months after termination of 
the agreement between Adele1s and a housekeeper, and further requiring a 
housekeeper to pay Adele's a $200 finder's fee per client in the event 
that a housekeeper should violate said provision of the contract is also 
indicative of an employment relationship. At the hearing Adele's noted 
that such penalty provisions are common in partnership agreements providing 
for a withdrawing partner to compensate the surviving partnership for 
drawing away c l ients from the partnership. I t is because such clients are 
cl ients of the partnership that such a clause in the partnership agreement 
becomes necessary. So in the instant case, the question is whether the 
cl ients are cl ients of Adele's or of the individual housekeepers. The 
provision in the contract, as in the case of a partnership, is an acknowl-
edgement that the clients in question are clients of Adele's and in order 
to keep themcllents of Adele's, the housekeepers dee specif ical ly precluded 
or prevented from working and dealing independently with the clients during 
the course of the contract and for six months after termination of the 
contract. The Field Auditor's conclusion that such provision of the con-
tract does infer or imply that the clients were 1n fact clients of Adele's 
and not of the housekeepers 1s supported by the observation that similar 
provisions exist 1n partnership agreements providing for a penalty or 
prohibit ion against the withdrawing partner taking with him clients of the 
partnership. 
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To assist in drawing the line between independent contractor or 
" in covered employment" a comparison can be made between an employment 
agency and an agency providing temporary employees such as Manpower, S.O.S. 
or Kelly G i r l . With regard to a temporary help agency such as Manpower, 
e t c . , there is an ongoing relationship between such agency and the cl ient 
for whom the agency has furnished a worker. The cl ient pays the temporary 
help agency each month, or other periods selected, for the services per-
formed by the worker. There must be an accounting made each period of the 
number of hours worked by the worker so as to enable a determination to 
be made as to the amount owed to the temporary help agency. With respect 
to an employment agency there is no. similar ongoing relat ionship. A fee 
is paid at the time of placement to the employment agency by the employer 
or by the worker or both. After that the employment agency has no further 
involvement. The employer and employee work out their employment re lat ion-
ship between themselves without any involvement' from the employment agency 
who made the placement. 
The findings of fact recited above are replete with many instances 
of ongoing contacts and involvement by Adele's with the housekeepers and the 
c l ien ts . The housekeepers are continually in contact with Adele's. Their 
cleaning assignments are scheduled by Adele's. In almost every case al l 
money received for services performed for the cl ients is handled through 
Adele's. The housekeepers are paid every two weeks the i r remuneration for 
the i r services. There 1s an ongoing dialogue as respects the decrease in 
the commission charged to housekeepers by Adele's. There 1s continual 
ongoing assignment of new housekeeping jobs obtained by Adele's to the 
various housekeepers. Adele's provides record books, business cards, 
receipt forms and brochures under the name of Adele's to the housekeepers 
on an ongoing basis. Adele's furnishes l iabi l i ty Insurance and generally 
oversees the act iv i t ies of the housekeepers to Insure that the contract 
between Adele's and the housekeepers 1s compiled with and the clients 
are satisf ied with the housecleaning services provided. 
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Adele's also has an ongoing relationship with the clients. If 
a client is dissatisfied with the work of a housekeeper, the client will 
contact Adele's to either request assignment of a new housekeeper or to 
terminate further housecieaning services or to otherwise resolve the 
problem. The client, in most instances, makes out the check for services 
rendered payable to Adele1s. If a housekeeper is unable to perform a 
scheduled assignment and timely notifies Adele's, it is the responsibility 
of Adele1 s to find a substitute to perform the job. Adele's is engaged 
in a continual ongoing undertaking of advertising for and obtaining clients 
who need housecieaning services performed. Although it does not provide 
training in the formal sense, Adele's, by means of its method of selecting 
housekeepers, provides trained and capable housekeepers to the clients. 
Adele's controls the client's ability to contract directly with a house-
keeper by means of the contractual provision prohibiting a housekeeper 
from contacting a client of Adele's independently. Adele's also schedules 
the dates and times for the housecieaning and the assignment of the house-
keepers to the scheduled jobs. 
In light of all of the foregoing facts, the applicable law and 
Unemployment Insurance Rules in the instant case, the Board concludes that 
neither part "A" nor part "B" of the "AB" test quoted above has been 
satisfied. The Board concludes from the evidence that Adele's has the 
legal right to direct and control the work of the housekeepers in the 
instant case. The Board also concludes that the housekeepers in question 
were not customarily engaged or did not show an intent to be customarily 
engaged in an independently established endeavor of the same nature as that 
Involved in the contract of service. The clients for whom the services 
were performed were the clients of Adele's and not of the housekeepers. 
[See Bl ami res v. Board of Review of jfepartment of Employment Security of 
IndustFTaTTommission, Utah, 584 P.2d 889 (1978).J Therefore the Individuals 
picked up on the audit performed by the Department Field Auditor are found 
to be in employment subject to the Utah Employment Security Act. Remunera-
tion for their services as determined by the Auditor constitutes wages 
subject to contributions under said Act. This matter 1s remanded to the 
Field Audit Section of the Department of Employment Security for further 
proceedings consistent with this decision. 
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This decision will become final ten days after the date of mail-
ing hereof, and any further appeal must be made directly with the Court of 
Appeals, Midtown Plaza, 230 South 500 East, Suite 400, Salt Lake City, 
Utah, within ten days after this decision becomes final. To file an appeal 
with the Court of Appeals, you must submit to the Clerk of the Court a 
Petition for Writ of Review setting forth the reasons for appeal, pursuant 
to §35-4-10(1) of the Utah Employment Security Act, followed by a Docketing 
Statement and a Legal Brief. 
Dated this 25th day of August, 1987. 
Date Mailed: September. 18, 1987. 
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EXHIBIT D 
AGREEMENT 
1. This agreement dated between Adele ?s Housekeeping 
Services Inc (Adelefs) and shall be in 
effect unless terminated by agreement without loss to either party ex-
cept that no client identified to Housekeeper by Adelers shall be 
contacted by Housekeeper independently or by any other agent of House-
keeper during the period of this agreement or for 
after termination of this agreement. Should you choose to break this 
agreement you agree to pay a $200.00 finders fee per client. 
2. Adelefs provides no licensing, control or direction to Housekeeper. 
Housekeeper shall be licensed by the city and paid by the client upon 
satisfaction, 
3. Adelefs shall schedule hours and geographic areas as specified by 
Housekeeper in advance on a weekly basis. 
4. Adele1s shall be paid each and every week based upon a pre-determined 
fee schedule. Adelefs shall provide check cashing and collection services 
to Housekeeper. Liability insurance will be paid for Housekeeper upon 
request. 
5. Housekeeper shall fulfill the specified schedule, unless Housekeeper 
provides replacement srevice; or Housekeeper notifies Adelefs with 48 
hours remaining during which Adele's secures replacement services. 
6. Housekeeper shall provide transportation and will be accessible to 
contact by telephone. 
7. Adele*s shall provide no equipment or supplies to Housekeeper. 
8. Adelefs shall provide no training or instruction to Housekeeper. 
9. Adelefs will provide record book, business cards, receipt forms and 
brochures. Housekeeper may also use Adelefs office address for profession 
al purposes. 
10. A 1099 will be issued to Housekeeper for all contracted jobs 
scheduled by adeles. 
EXHIBIT JL COQQZ 
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» & «8S2T L\0 Subject Employment [ ] Non-subject Employment 
Field Auditor ry)J$/M 
File
 /-//*•£_-?-/ Utah Department of Employment Security 1234 South Main Strett 
P.O. Box 11800 
S*it Like City. Ut*h $414/ 
OFFICIAL BUSINESS 
STATUS QUESTIONNAIRE 
A question has been raised regarding services you performed for^t^.^ A/r^f/j>o^:. 
during . We must determine whether your services'* 
bject employment under the Employment Security Act. Will you kindly answer the questi 
low and return this form within 10 days. This has no connection with Income Tax. 
Describe in detail the type(s) of services performed by you. S o i) f,< > d e a n i nr-
\lor L'umioo , rlostioo^ P o o p p m r ^ r ^ W ^ ^ f general c\ p o m r ^ 
o 
How did you find this work? C ' \ G S S i'Vieci QcV 
Where were these services performed? in p r i w a f g . K c m e S __ 
Did you perform these services on a continuing basis? Yes V No 
If no, please explain. _^__ 
How were you paid for your services? Salary Commission Hourly Wage V 
Piecework rate Bid Other (Explain) 
Who determined the amount of compensation paid to you? p \ c \ e 1 <?'G °4- P O P 
Did you bill or invoice for your services? Yes V. No 
Were you given instructions or training by the employer? Yes No / 
If yes, what kind? 
Did the employer require you to: 
a. work scheduled hours? Yes No X 
b. work a specific number of hours per week or month? Yes No * 
Did the employer provide you with: 
a. transportation? Yes No X 
b. expense account or reimbursement for expenses? Yes No X 
c. office or work area? Yes _____ No _<_ 
d. forms and/or stationery? Yes ^ No 
e. business cards? Yes y No 
f. insurance? Yes No _____ 
« ~ W i EXHIBIT ST 
A^YllJLOl 1 
Did the employer charge or deduct from your compensation for any of the items 
question #10? Yes No y . If yes, circle those for which you are charged. 
What equipment or materials did you furnish? n o n e . 
What equipment or materials did the employer furnish? 0 Uwmnr. c- n c • .• r»v>fn A ^ <•. • 
Were you free to decline any jobs if you so desired? Yes X No 
Were you free to hire helpers to assist you in performing your services? 
Yes No 7 . If yes, who would determine their rate of pay? 
Did you hire helpers to assist you in performing the services? Yes No _Y_ 
Did the employer have the right to discharge you at any time without incurr 
liability for failure to complete the job? Yes No X. 
Could you terminate your services at any time without incurring liability for faili 
to complete the job? Yes V L No 
Is a license or permit necessary for this type of work? Yes X' No 
If yes: a. What type license or permit is required? ftusmesT8* 
b. Do you have the necessary license or permit? 4 A P 6 
c. In whose name is it issued? P^Q.He. I fyJ.-V 
Is there any written agreement or contract between you and the employer? Yes y No 
If yes, please attach a copy if available. 
Did you consider yourself to be self-employed in your own independent occupation 
business? Yes No X 
If yes: a. When did you become self-employed? 
b. Are you now self-employed? 
Have you made an investment in establishing a business of your own? Yes No ^ < 
If yes, please list type of assets. 
Do you advertise your services? Yes No ^ 
If yes, how? , 
If you have an office or other place of business, show the following: 
a. Address 
b. Who maintains it, pays rent, etc.? ' 
Do you regularly perform this type of service for others as ah independent contrac 
or? Yes No y . If yes, names of other clientele. 
Please add any other pertinent information regarding your services for this employe 
XnlBIT jk± 





of Employment Security 
1234 South Main Strttt 
P.O. Box 11800 
SWf L*k* City. UtJO $414/ 
OFFICIAL BUSINESS 
ft Subject Employment ] Non-subject Employment 
Field Auditor ru &)^// 
File / w / ^ ^ r / 
err Z^foj 
STATUS QUESTIONNAIRE 
A question has been raised regarding services you performed for /fg&JL A d u t j L e * * , 
during . We must determine whether your services \ 
Dject employment under the Employment Security Act. Will you kindly answer the questic 
Low and return this form within 10 days. This has no connection with Income Tax. 
Describe in detail the type(s) of services performed by you. *fc/o c/u^.hg of*,* A. 
C~<C*C(L(sr, ****- <Z/?AP£t5 •&*»/*£ S»<zt>4jtcl /**na rtnk.^ biU^- (Lho^ov 341 vi $ K'^Lrt
 t 
How did you find this work? /?,-JS.*L<>' he J c^ ad r\ S+#At/<*Ko/ <? * 
Where were these services performed? [A/? /2&/l/fiJf'< tid^^z 
Did you perform these services on a continuing basis? 
If no, please explain. ^ T o , <?jfc&>u~T 4>***J& ^ t / . ^c^uy^^/j 
Yes C No 
Commission 
T-
Hourly Wage / How were you paid for your services? Salary 
Piecework rate Bid Other (Explain)-
Who determined the amount of compensation paid to you? ^ < z / d - J4&.,/ /erjxa£.r{7 
Did you bill or invoice for your services? Yes i S No 
Were you given instructions or training by the-emj&ey&r? Yes No j / 
If yes, what kind? 
Did the em^oyBT require you to: 
a. work scheduled hours? 
b. work a specific number of hours per week or month? 
Did the employer provide you with: 
a. transportation? 
b. expense account or reimbursement for expenses? 
c. off ice or work area? 
d. forms and/or stationery? 
e. business cards? 



















Did the empiuyer charge or deduct from your compensation for any of the items 
question #10? Yes No j / _ . If yes, circle those for which you are charged. 
What equipment or materials did you furnish? ^ ^ ^
 ; &-Z*Atn; i5a/x+.' ^ r / / o-an 
What equipment or materials did the emjfcteyeT furnish? /?<?/•? £- j t/c<si<- (US^/K-6: 
Were you free to decline any jobs if you so desired? Yes ^  No 
Were you free to hire helpers to assist you in performing your services? 
Yes / V N o . If yes, who would determine their rate of pay? J T r^tf 
Did you hire helpers to assist you in performing the services? Yes No 
Did the employe.? have the right to discharge vcu at any time without incurri 
liability for failure to complete the job? 4>-uTe4foJ' ed^ - Yes No ^ 
Could you terminate your services at any time without incurring liability., for faili 
to complete the job? Yes /^'' No 
Is a license or permit necessary for this type of work? Yes ^ No 
If yes: a. What type license or permit is required? /JUL^&.^J's? & s < - T• 
b. Do you have the necessary license or permit? ,/^ g-.*?.- -• 
c. .In whose name is it issued? C//<?/£v>/ <2-6s*/b.d' 
^ ^ ^ 
Is there any written agreement or contract between you and the erap^eyer? Yes / ' N O 
If yes, please attach a copy if available. 
Did you consider yourself to be self-employed in your own independent occupation 
business? Yes ^ No 
If yes: a. When did you become self-employed? t c b r ^ <^c^£jLt.'c J l s » r , / ^ , * a 
b. Are you now self-employed? /Jr^n^ 
Have you made an investment in establishing a business of your own? Yes No _; 
If yes, please list type of assets. 
Do you advertise your services? Yes No ^ 
If yes, how? tS ^o<*-<,/st7*-ruzJ%&.; Adutt. <z^x/£t/ < ^ .JX. 
If you have an office or other place of business, show the following: 
a. Address 
b. Who maintains it, pays rent, etc.? 
Do you regularly perform this type of service for others as an independent contrac 
or? Yes No ^ < If yes, names of other clientele. 
Please add any other pertinent information regarding your services for this emp&eye 




1. This agreement dated between Adele*s Housekeeping 
Services Inc (Adele*s) and shall be in 
effect unless terminated by agreement without loss to either party ex-
cept that no client identified to Housekeeper by Adele's shall be 
contacted by Housekeeper independently or by any other agent of House-
keeper during the period of this agreement or for 
after termination of this agreement. Should you choose to break this 
agreement you agree to pay a $200.00 finders fee per client. 
2. Adele1s provides no licensing, control or direction to Housekeeper. 
Housekeeper shall be licensed by the city and paid by the client upon 
satisfaction, 
3. Adelefs shall schedule hours and geographic areas as specified by 
Housekeeper in advance on a weekly basis. 
4. Adelefs shall be paid each and every week based upon a pre-determined 
fee schedule. Adelefs shall provide check cashing and collection services 
to Housekeeper. Liability insurance will be paid for Housekeeper upon 
request. 
5. Housekeeper shall fulfill the specified schedule, unless Housekeeper 
provides replacement srevice; or Housekeeper notifies Adele1s with 48 
hours remaining during which Adele1s secures replacement services. 
6. Housekeeper shall provide transportation and will be accessible to 
contact by telephone. 
7. Adelefs shall provide no equipment or supplies to Housekeeper. 
8. Adele1s shall provide no training or instruction to Housekeeper. 
9. Adele*s will provide record book, business cards, receipt forms and 
brochures. Housekeeper may also use Adelefs office address for profession 
al purposes• 
10. A 1099 will be issued to Housekeeper for all contracted jobs 
scheduled by adeles. 
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A question has been raised regarding services you performed fovyd*6&<r A/g^.s^of:/ 
during . We must determine whether your services *i 
Dject employment under the Employment Security Act. Will you kindly answer the questii 
low and return this form within 10 days. This has no connection with Income Tax. 
Describe in detail the type(s) of services performed by you. Hnt)<r,(•> c„ \eg n < o-~ 
o 
How did you find this work? C ' \ G S S )'Vieck QcV 
Where were these services performed? ir> o r \ \ ) a r e K c m e S 
Did you perform these services on a continuing basis? Yes V No 
If no, please explain. 
How were you paid for your services? Salary Commission Hourly Wage 
Piecework rate Bid Other (Explain) 
v 
Who determined the amount of compensation paid to you? Fkr\ Q.I fiC °4- m c -
Did you bill or invoice for your services? Yes yf No 
Were you given instructions or training by the employer? Yes No / 
If yes, what kind? 
Did the employer require you to: 
a. work scheduled hours? Yes No X 
b. work a specific number of hours per week or month? Yes No x 
Did the employer provide you with: 
a. transportation? Yes No X 
b. expense account or reimbursement for expenses? Yes No X, 
c. office or work area? Yes No .x 
d. forms and/or stationery? Yes X No 
e. business cards? Yes y No 
f. insurance? Yes No X 
L03030 Erfw™ EXWRIT ST 
L. Did the employer charge or deduct from your compensation for any of the item: 
question #10? Yes No y . If yes, circle those for which you are charged. 
2. What equipment or materials did you furnish? n o n e . 
3. What equipment or materials did the employer furnish? r loonuir. c ^ H ' / ^ w f vc 
-~±-£
 1 : 
\. Were you free to decline any jobs if you so desired? Yes X No _ 
5. Were you free to hire helpers to assist you in performing your services? 
Yes No v/ . If yes, who would determine their rate of pay? 
$. Did you hire helpers to assist you in performing the services? Yes No Jy_ 
7. Did the employer have the right to discharge you at any time without incur 
liability for failure to complete the job? Yes No _Jt 
B. Could you terminate your services at any time without incurring liability for fai 
to complete the job? Yes V L No 
9. Is a license or permit necessary for this type of work? Yes )( No 
If yes: a. What type license or permit is required? &i )<> i vieST* 
b. Do you have the necessary license or permit? C N P ^ 
c. In whose name is it issued? P-> e H £ / fyTfV ~ 
0. Is there any written agreement or contract between you and the employer? Yes V No 
If yes, please attach a copy if available. 
1. Did you consider yourself to be self-employed in your own independent occupatior 
business? Yes No J<_ 
If yes: a. When did you become self-employed? 
b. Are you now self-employed? 
2. Have you made an investment in establishing a business of your own? Yes No 
If yes, please list type of assets, 
3. Do you advertise your services? Yes No ^ 
If yes, how? . 
4. If you have an office or other place of business, show the following: 
a. Address 
b. Who maintains it, pays rent, etc.? ' 
5. Do you regularly perform this type of service for others as an independent contra 
or? Yes No >( . If yes, names of other clientele. 
6. Please add any other pertinent information regarding your services for this employ 
XmBIT j k i 
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EXHIBIT G 
JUDGE Did you pick every so many, every t h i r d one or— 
IRUCH Uh, no. 
JUDGE Why did you choose 60? 
JRUCH Well, I, I decided with 60 I thought I would have a better response rate 
than I did, I, I figured that if I sent 60 out I'd possibly get 30 back 
and that would be sufficient to give me an idea of the type of services 
they were performing in the situations that they were performing under. 
JUDGE Okay. On the questionnaires that you sent out, are those that are, have 
been labeled and received into the record, are those samples of those? 
JRUCH I forwarded copies of every questionnaire that I received, 
JUDGE How many did you receive back? 
3RUCH I am really not sure. 
VALENA MAGILL I think you told me 17. 
JUDGE Are these the questionnaires that we received and are labeled as exhibits? 
VALENA MAGILL Yes. 
BRUCH Not to my knowledge. 
JUDGE When did you, when you sent these questionnaires out, did you send a 
cover letter, letter with the questionnaire? 
BRUCH No I did not. 
JUDGE So they j u s t went out as we see them here? 
BRUCH Yes. 
JUDGE Did you have any communication with any of the, uh, housekeepers? 
BRUCH I believe I spoke to Cheryl Lillywhite over the phone. 
JUDGE Did you have communication with any of the others about completing the 
questionnaires? 
BRUCH No, I did not. 






JUDGE Okay. And what was there in the questionnaire that you used to determine 
that they were in employment? 
BRUCH I, uh, one of the things I used is a question on the questionnaire. 
Should I explain for the record what the question was? 
JUDGE Yes, please for the record. 
BRUCH I used No. 21, which the question states: "Did you consider yourself to 
be self-employed in your own independent occupation or business.?" and 
most of those individuals answered that question "No." I (inaudible) 
on question 22 which states: "have you made an investment in establishing 
a business of your own?" and again most of the individuals answered "No." 
I have question 23 I placed a lot of weight on which is: "Do you advertise 
your services?" and most, I believe all but one of those individuals 
answered, answered the question "No." And question No. 25, "Do you regularV 
perform this type of service for others as an independent contractor?" 
which I believe all individuals but one, I believe, answered "No." 
JUDGE Okay. 
BRUCH I , w e l l , also I looked at question No. 8: "Were you given instruct ions or 
t r a i n i n g by the employer?" and I had, I had a yesses and nos. 
VALENA MAGILL Almost 50 to 50? 
BRUCH Yes, And also I looked at question No. 10: "Did your employer provide 
you with t ranspor ta t ion , expense account or reimbursement for expenses, 
o f f i c e or work area, forms and/or s ta t ionery , business cards and insur-
ance?" I had several people answer on the form that they were provided 
wi th stat ionery and business cards. And I bel ieve that one individual 
was provided with insurance. 
JUDGE Of those that answered af f i rmat ive to the questions in the twent ies , why 
did you consider that they were not employed? 
BRUCH The indiv iduals that answered yes they were in employment did not perform 
t h e i r services for anybody, any other people but Adele's Housekeeping and 
sect ion , when I , when I applied the Utah Employment Security Section 
3 5 - 4 - 2 2 ( j ) ( 5 ) I t ' s l i s t e d in th is law book as Sect ion, Section ( C ) , 
"The indiv idual is customarily engaged in an independently established 
t r a d e , occupation, profession or business of the same nature as that 
involved in the contract of service/ I found that these people, their 
sole source of the income, as far as the information they'd given me, 
their sole source of housecleaning income was coming from Adele's. They 
had made no investments. They did not advertise their services except 





















Wasn't it clear from so called questionnaires that several of the housekeepei 
had quit voluntarily? 
Yes. 
From those so called questionnaires did you determine that any of them 
had been terminated by them? 
No. 
Did you determine from those so called questionnaires that any had been 
terminated by the homeowners? 
No. 
Well, i t is true then that you made no determination about who had the 
right to terminate them, is that correct? 
I made the determination because of the questionnaire question No. 17 
and question No. 18. Question No. 17 reads: "Did you the employer 
have the right to discharge you at any time with incurring l iabi l i ty for 
failure to complete the job?" and question No. 18, "Could you terminate 
your services at any time without incurring l iabi l i ty for failure to 
complete the job?" The two questions were the basis of my determination. 
And what were the answers on those? 
They were varied on both questions. 
So, then, i t was difficult to make any determination at all from the 
questionnaire regarding those two questions? 
It seems like the housekeepers had different understanding of those 
questions. 
Or maybe they misunderstood the questions? 
I t 's possible. 
You testified that you inferred from this contract of Exhibit 10 that 
Adele's had control over the employees because of a provision that they 
could not break an agreement to pay the finder's fee to the client, or 
for the client. How do you infer from that that Adele's controlled the 
employee? 
My, my determination was based on the assumption that i f the employees 
were independent from Adele's then they would be free to pursue any 
employment relationship with any party that they decide as, as pursuing 





RITCHLOW Who, who pa id f o r t he housekeeping s e r v i c e s ? 
RUCH The homeowner. 
RITCHLOW The homeowner. Did A d e l e ' s gene ra te any o f t h e money from o t h e r sources 
or investments or funds to pay for the housekeeping of any part icular 
cl ient? 
RUCH Not that I know of. 
:RITCHL0W I t was al l generated, a l l payments were generated by, or paid by the home-
owner c l i en t , is that correct? 
RUCH Yes. 
IRITCHLOW How c o u l d you say , t h e n , t h a t A d e l e ' s pa id a l l of t h e income? 
•RUCH The payments were made when they were c o l l e c t e d by the housekeepers and 
payments were made t o A d e l e ' s . 
;RITCHL0W What do you mean they were made t o Adele 's? 
IRUCH The homeowner, when the homeowner paid f o r the s e r v i c e s . 
IRITCHLOW Who d i d they pay i t t o , the homeowner pay i t t o when they paid i t . 
tRUCH They, i n case of w r i t i n g t h e check, they would w r i t e the check t o A d e l e ' s , 
they would g ive the check--
IRITCHLOW In a l l cases? 
JRUCH - - t o t h e housekeeper. 
IRITCHLOW In a l l cases? 
JRUCH No. 
IRITCHLOW But t h e check was g i v e n t o the housekeeper. Did you de te rm ine why t he check 
were made payab le t o A d e l e ' s ? 
JRUCH Because Adele's, the i n i t i a l contact for housekeeping was made to Adele's. 
IRITCHLOW Wouldn't a more rational explanation of the payment to Adele's derive from 
the fact that most of these housekeepers have no checking accounts, had 
no ab i l i t y to cash a check without having to pay penalty for cashing a 
check, and that i t was a convenience to them to have the check paid to 
Adele's so they could get immediate payment without having to wait 10 
days for the check to clear a bank? 
- 13 
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EXHIBIT G 
*UCH I determined that i f the re la t ionship was between the housekeeper and the 
c l i e n t then anything that went wrong, i f there was a del^y in schedule, 
the housekeeper would contact the c l i e n t . I , I saw that in an independent 
re la t ionship tha t Adele's wouldn't enter i n . 
RITCHLOW Wel l , i s n ' t i t t rue that the c l i e n t contacted Adele's in the f i r s t place? 
RUCH Y e s . 
RITCHLOW I sn ' t i t t rue that i n most agency arrangements the agent i s contacted by 
the p r i nc i pa l . 
RUCH I have no i d e a . I haven ' t had t h a t much exper ience w i t h agency arrangements. 
RITCHLOW Did you determine t h a t t h e r e were se rv i ces rendered on b e h a l f of t h e c l i e n t 
homeowners by A d e l e ' s ? 
RUCH Could you rephrase that question? 
RITCHLOW Did you determine that there were services rendered on behalf of the c l i en t 
homeowners by Adele's? 
RUCH I s t i l l don't understand the question. 
RITCHLOW Did you determine that there were services rendered by Adele's on behalf 
of the c l i en t homeowners? 
RUCH I t was my de ten i r i na t i on t h a t the serv ices were rendered by A d e l e ' s . 
RITCHLOW On beha l f or the c l i e n t homeowners? 
•RUCH NO, they were rendered Jto t he c l i e n t homeowners. 
:RITCHL0W Rendered t o or o n , - -
IRUCH Did the job f o r . 
;RITCHL0W —on the i r behal f . 
IRUCH I d i d n ' t ask them t h a t . 
IRITCHLOW A l l r i g h t . Then t h a t would make Ade le 's k ind of a double agent , wou ldn ' t 
i t ? They represented not on ly the housekeepers but they a lso represented 
t he homeowners and t h e , t h e homeowner c l i e n t s , 1s t h a t c o r r e c t ? 
IRUCH That's cor rec t . 
R^ITCHLOW Did you determine that the homeowners may have found i t most convenient 
to make a, an arrangement with the agent rather than the ind iv idua ls 
involved, especial ly i f one couldn' t be there wouldn't they much prefer 
t o deal with— 
EXHIBIT «
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8RUCH v l e l l , I , I , the disbursements--! d i d n ! t review any of the receipts by Adele 
so I have no idea of the ( inaudible) re lat ionship to the money received 
as to money ( inaudible) - -most ly j u s t , jus t disbursements and sort of 
things re lated to housekeeping. 
CRITCHLCW To the housekeeping, disbursements were made to the housekeeping. 
You stated that t h e , they did determine that the housekeeper in Adele1 s 
determined the amount that was to be paid? Was that to be paid to the 
housekeeper or paid for the job? 
3RUCH Paid to the housekeeper. 
CRITCHLCW Do you know who determined the amount to be paid for the job? 
BRUCH No, I d o n ' t . 
CRITCHLCW Do you think the housekeeper played any role in that? 
8RUCH I don't know. 
CRITCHLCW You stated that responses to the Exhibit 10 questionnaire indicated to 
you control because there were s ta t ionery , business cards, and in one 
instance insurance provided to these ind iv idua ls , i s that correct? 
8RUCH Yes. 
CRITCHLCW Is i t not also correct that the question was unanimously answered "No" 
in regard to transportation? 
8RUCH Correct. 
CRITCHLCW Expense account or reimbursement for expenses? 
8RUCH Correct. 
CRITCHLCW Off ice or work area? 
BRUCH In s tore , yes. 
CRITCHLCW And the only two of the six items comprising tha t No. 10 question, only 
two of the six had responses "Yes?" 
8RUCH Correct. 
CRITCHLCW And those responses pertained to forms, s ta t ionery , business cards and 







JUDGE What did the ad state? 
SALO I'm not qui te sure, "Housekeepers needed," and tha t was about i t , jus t 
to become a housekeeper and that she needed housekeepers. 
JUDGE And who did you contact in respon-, in response to that ad? 
SALO Adele's Housekeeping. 
JUDGE Who in par t icu lar? 
SALO Who in par t icular? Sheryl B e l l . 
JUDGE Who's Sheryl B e l l . 
SALO She i s , uh , a secretary for Adele's Housekeeping. 
VALENA MAGILL She's a manager. 
SALO Manager. 
JUDGE Secretary/Manager, okay. And what did you learn from her? 
SALO That I , they would, I would be a housekeeper for them; they would be my 
agent; and they would get c l i en ts for me; and they would pay me a percent-
age of what they'd charge t h e i r c l i e n t ; and I would get the rest so they— 
and they would get my c l i en ts for me so I could get started in my work. 
JUDGE What were you doing before you began your contract with Adele's? 
SALO Staying home being a housewife— 
JUDGE You were doing what type of work? 
SALO - - o r I was babys i t t ing . And that was several months before t h a t . I had 
a break in between. 
JUDGE Are you current ly contracting with Adele's? 
SALO Yes, I am. 
JUDGE I ' l l re fer you to what has been labeled as Exhibit #10* Do you recognize 
tha t document? 
SALO Yes, I do. 
JUDGE Have you entered into an agreement with that? Did you sign such a document1 
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SALO Yes, I d i d , 
JUDGE So from A p r i l , approximately two years ago, you've been working wi th or 
through Adele's? 
SALO Yes, they've been my agent, 
JUDGE Would you explain how the process works as far as the r e l a t i o n s h i p with 
you and Adele's and the c l i e n t ? 
SALO Okay. Adele's w i l l give me a c l i e n t . I go out there to the homeowner 
which need my services and they pay me by how many hours I work t h e r e . 
They t e l l me what, the c l i e n t t e l l s me what they would l i k e to have done 
in t h e i r house which general ly i s j u s t general housekeeping. They pay 
me through Adele's and I , by check, which Valena takes care of the check, 
and then she pays me out of tha t so I don' t have t o worry about checks, 
checks that bounce and s t u f f l i k e t h a t , so t h a t , t h a t i t ' s a l l between 
me and the c l i e n t of what day I work and how many hours I work and what 
I do . 
JUDGE Okay. Let 's take a for instance here. Adele's c a l l you and say they 've 
got a c l i e n t , — 
SALO Uh-huh. 
JUDGE - - M r . Slack. W i l l they give you the day that you ' re supposed to meet w i th 
him or do you contact Mr. Slack on your own? How does t h a t take place? 
SALO Well usual ly Valena looks at my schedule and, to see what day I have o f f , 
but i f I don' t want t o work t h a t day I ' l l t e l l her , " W e ' l l , I ' l l get back 
to the c l i e n t and say, ' L i s t e n , I don' t want anything Thursday morning; 
how about Wednesday afternoon?1" We discuss i t so i t ' s - - i t depends on 
r e a l l y what I want to work, t o o , so— 
JUOGE Okay. You mentioned schedule— 
SALO —but i f i t 's— 
JUDGE Pardon me. 
SALO Go ahead, 
JUDGE You mentioned the schedule, do you want to expla in tha t? 
SALO That jus t helps us to determine, uh, what days I w i l l be working, t h a t 
I ' l l want to work and make sure tha t the c l i e n t wants me to work t h a t 
day, t h a t ' s a l l i t ' s u s e d - - I t j u s t helps out to f i n d out what I , I do 
work because there are a l o t of c l i e n t s tha t c a l l in and w i l l cancel and 
s t u f f so— 
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JUDGE Okay, so the schedule--
SALO - - t h e y ' l l know what hours I work. 
JUDGE Are the hours in which you are avai lable? 
SALO Yes, uh, yeah, in a way, yeah. 
JUDGE Who determines that schedule? 
SALO I do. I t e l l her most the t ime. There's some days that I want off so I ' l l 
say l i ke e^ery Monday afternoon I don' t want to work and so I put that 
down so she knows not t o , you know, have me work that day. 
JUDGE All r i g h t . I f she does c a l l you and asks you to work on a par t icular day 
when you' re not scheduled, are you f ree to accept or re jec t that? 
SALO Yes, I am. 
JUDGE Does Adele's give you any instruct ions as to what work's to be performed? 
SALO No, they d o n ' t . 
JUDGE Where do you receive that instruction? 
SALO The c l i e n t a f t e r I get to t h e i r home. 
JUDGE What type of work would you general ly do? 
SALO Generally i t ' s j u s t general housekeeping, vacuuming, dust ing , and cleaning 
bathrooms and kitchens. 
JUDGE Do you have any tools and things you use to perform tha t service? 
SALO I do have them i f the c l i e n t wants me to bring them, I bring my own, but 
general ly the c l i e n t has t h e i r own t h e r e . 
JUDGE So you generally use what housekeeping tools the c l i e n t has? 
SALO Right . 
JUDGE Does t h e , does Adele's furnish you wi th any business cards? 
SALO Yes, they do. 
JUDGE What's on those business cards? 
SALO Adele's Housekeeping and telephone number and address. 
JUDGE Is your name on 1t? 
-
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SALO No, i t ' s no t . 
JUDGE And do you provide these to your c l i en te le as you meet w i th them or what's 
the purpose of the cards? 
SALO Not usua l ly . That would j us t be i f I met somebody and they want t o , uh, 
have somebody and they , I don ' t want them personal ly on my own so I w i l l gi 
them a card so they know what phone number to contact to get a housekeeper 
i f I d i d n ' t want to do them, even though I have the option to j us t t e l l 
them to go through me i f they wanted t o . 
JUDGE Okay. How do you determine what you w i l l be paid? 
SALO Adele's has a general , uh, of how much to be paid because that j u s t t e l l s — 
I t ' s hard to explain, i sn ' t i t . (Chuckle) I generally, myself, wi l l get 
paid $5 an hour, but--not $5, i t ' s $6,$5 and $6--1t depends on how long 
we've had our c l i en t . 8ut generally i t ' s , she gets a percentage of a cl len 
when we f i r s t start out. The longer we have that cl ient the less she gets. 
So we just have a general hourly wage, and the longer we--
JUDGE Does t h e r e , does the re become a po in t i n t ime when she doesn ' t rece ive 
anything from that c l ien t? 
SALO No. 
JUDGE So s h e ' l l always rece ive something? 
SALO She'll always receive, par t ia l ly , yes, to cover for advertising and stuff. 
JUDGE Is there any type of insurance fo r working wi th Adele's? 
SALO What type of insurance,--
JUDGE Do you have any type of insurance? 
SALO - - j u s t l i a b i l i t y , breakage insurance, that she covers for us and t h a t ' s 
part of her percentage that she charges us. 
JUDGE Do you have any type of bond? 
SALO No. 
JUDGE Okay. How o f ten are you paid? 
SALO Every two weeks. 
JUDGE And why i s i t e^ery two weeks? 
SALO Just for easiness, just (unintelligible). 
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JUDGE How does Adele1 s know what to pay you? 
SALO We hand i n a , a s t a t i o n e r y t h a t she has supp l ied t o u s . We w r i t e down 
how many hours we worked at a c l i e n t . 
JUDGE So you repor t how many hours you worked for tha t one c l i e n t ? 
SALO Yes, uh-huh. 
JUDGE Does the c l i e n t pay you persona l l y or do they pay Adele1s? 
SALO They pay Adele 's because t h a t ' s par t of her percentage she charges us so 
t h a t i f any of t h e i r checks bounce i t won' t cane out of our pockets. She 
covers t h a t for us as part of her percentage tha t she charges us aga in . 
They can pay us and then we could pay Adele1 s i f we wanted t o , but I 
p re fe r to have the checks made out to he r . 
JUDGE Okay. Do you do any housecleaning f o r anyone e lse ou ts ide of c l i e n t s 
you 've obtained through Adele1s? 
SALO I have gotten a cl ient just (un in te l l ig ib le ) . 
JUDGE How d id you obtain t h a t c l i e n t ? 
SALO Just through word of mouth. They knew I was a housekeeper and I decided 
to take them on my own and see how i t goes. I may tu rn them over t o 
Valena as I feel r i g h t now ( i naud ib l e - chuck le ) . 
JUDGE Do you a c t i v e l y seek your own c l i e n t e l e ? 
SALO No, I r e a l l y d o n ' t . 
JUDGE Why not? 
SALO I--because I 've got enough work w i th going through Ade le ' s . I don ' t want 
any more j o b s . (Chuckle) 
JUDGE Do you r e c a l l reading a s ta tus quest ionnai re? 
SALO Pardon? 
JUDGE Do you r e c a l l complet ing t h i s s ta tus quest ionnai re? 
SALO Yes, I do . 
JUDGE Did you have any communication with the Department i n complet ing tha t 
quest ionnai re? 
SALO Job Service? 
JUDGE Uh-huh. 
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JUDGE You received i t cold in the m a i l , then? 
SALO Right . 
JUDGE Did you understand the questions? 
SALO No, some of them I d i d n ' t . I d idn ' t understand— 
JUDGE Which questions d i d n ' t you understand? 
SALO To the best of my a b i l i t y - - I don't know, I 'd have, i t ' s been a long time 
since I ' ve done that ( i n a u d i b l e ) . 
I guess i t ' s s t i l l hourly wage, but yet i t is a percentage of what we're 
charged ( inaudib le - voice fades. ) 
Oh, l e t ' s see. That 's probably one of them. 
JUDGE Which one's that? 
SALO "Did the employer charge"--No. 1 1 . "Did the employer charge or deduct 
from your compensation for any of the items in question #10?" F i rs t 
o f f , she's not r e a l l y my employer, she is my agent, but other than that 
I — i f you're not rea l l y picky about tha t word—but she does, charges— 
we pay her a percentage of what we charge the c l i e n t for the stationery 
and business cards and insurance, l i a b i l i t y insurance. She doesn't 
charge us personal ly , ,but t h a t ' s what comes out of the pay of the 
c l i e n t s , the charge of the whole t h i n g . I don't know i f t h a t makes 
anything. 
"What equipment or materials did employer furn ish . None." I was th ink-
ing of c l i e n t s . She newer gives me cleaning equipment or suppl ies . I 
obviously misunderstood that one. 
And No. 15, i f I wanted to hire somebody to help me with the work I sup-
pose IJcould do that and pay them through me, even though I have newer 
done t h a t . 
I don't understand 18. You can explain that one to me probably, because 
i t doesn't—It says terminate on that. 
JUDGE You say you don' t understand question No. 8— 
SALO Eighteen. 
JUDGE Okay. ( Inaudib le ) 
(Pause) 
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SALO No. 2 1 , the comment not so good. 
JUDGE Okay. You answered that no, that you did not consider yourself self-employe 
Why did you answer no at that time? 
SALO Because at the t i m e , I , I did have a business l i cense . I just f igured , 
wasn't thinking that i f I had a business l icense I'm self-employed, so 
I j us t w r o t e - - I don't know why I answered i t no. And I became s e l f -
employed in the f i r s t part of Apri l and am s t i l l . 
JUDGE You mentioned you have a business license? 
SALO Yes, I do. 
JUDGE When did you get that? 
SALO Uh, when I started Adele's Housekeeping. 
JUDGE Is that one of the things they required you to do? 
SALO Yes, i t was. 
JUDGE What type of business license? 
SALO Just a gen-, uh, general business license for housekeeping. I paid $25 
for it. 
JUDGE Okay. Anything further concerning the questionnaire? 
SALO No. 
JUDGE Have you ever had any occasion where you were unable to meet with a c l ient? 
SALO Uh, I 've had c l i en ts c a l l up and say that they'd be out of town so they'd 
cancel by me or to me. 
JUDGE Any occasion where yourse l f , you are unable to meet the scheduled employ-
ment? 
SALO Oh, sure, I take a vacat ion,— 
JUDGE What do you do in those instances? 
SALO —take time o f f , so—pardon? 
JUDGE What do you do in those occasions? 
SALO When I take time off? ( U n i n t e l l i g i b l e ) 




SALO Oh, what do I do with the client? I'm sorry, I call them up. I talk 
to them previously and t e l l them I'm going on vacation and that I wouldn't 
be able to clean their house and they may call Adele's and have a f i l l in 
for me i f they would l i k e , or most of the time they just don't have me 
clean their house and skip a week or two. 
JUDGE Did you ever have to make arrangements for a substitute yourself? 
SALO Not myself, no. 
JUDGE Has Adele's ever made arrangements for a substitute? 
SALO Uh, I think maybe once before they helped me out to get a housekeeper 
for me one time. 
JUDGE Okay. (Inaudible - buzzing on tape.) 
? (Inaudible) 
JUDGE Mr. Sruch, do you have any questions for Ms. Salo? 
8RUCH Do you—You stated that you did have one client besides that you had obtain' 
other than the clients through Adele's? 
SALO Uh-huh. 
8RUCH Okay. And you just recently obtained that c l ient , didn't you state? 
SALO Uh-huh. 
8RUCH So before that, a l l of the income that you received from housekeeping went 
through Adele's, is that correct? 
SALO Yes. 
8RUCH Okay. You stated that you do not advertise your services. 
SALO No, I do not advertise. Adele's—what I pay Adele's for is the percentage 
for i t so I don't have to pay i t out of my own pocket the advertising. 
3RUCH So do you consider yourself to be independently established in a business 
of your own? 
SALO Yes. 
8RUCH (Inaudible) you do not desire for your business to grow then, I assume? 






JUDGE And what's your source of t h a t knowledge? 
SALO Them t a l k i n g to me. There's—They don ' t work fo r Adele's anymore but 
they , I ' ve ta lked w i th them. I can ' t remember who. We've worked i n 
teams before and they 've t o l d me. 
CRITCHLCM I t ' s your opinion tha t you are a p r i nc i pa l employing Adele's as your agent 
to obtain c l i e n t s for housekeeping? 
SALO Uh-huh. 
CRITCHLOW Are you f ree to accept or r e j e c t any o f f e r tha t Adele 's makes you f o r 
a housecleaning job? 
SALO Yes, I'm f ree to do t h a t . 
CRITCHLOW Have you re jected any? 
SALO I sure have. 
CRITCHLOW Have you received at any t ime any t r a i n i n g or i n s t r u c t i o n on housekeeping 
from Adele's? 
SALO No, I have no t . 
CRITCHLOW Do you know of any other housekeepers t ha t have? 
SALO No, I d o n ' t . 
CRITCHLOW Is that true for the entire period of time that you've been with Adele's, 
two plus years? 
SALO Yes, i t i s . Valena t o l d me tha t i t would always be me and my c l i e n t that 
decides what I do and how I do i t . 
CRITCHLCM Who gives the spec i f i c c leaning i ns t r uc t i ons and d i rec t i ons fo r cleaning 
for a client? 
SALO Myself , the c l i e n t and Ade le ' s . 
CRITCHLOW Do any of those c l i e n t s give those Ins t ruct ions d i r e c t l y through Adele's 
to a housekeeper? 
SALO No. 
CRITCHLOW The housekeeper gets them 1n a l l Ins tances d i r e c t l y from the c l i e n t house-
owner? 
SALO P re t t y much. I , I ' l l c a l l them before I come out and t a l k to them about 
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CRITCHLOW I s n ' t t h a t , i s that typ ica l of the housekeepers to ca l l to see, uh,— 
SALO Yes, at the beginning. 
CRITCHLOW What would these ca l l s involve? Would they, i n add i t ion to the type of 
c leaning, would there be any inst ruct ions in regard to equipment or 
supplies that they would expect you to supply? 
SALO Oh, yes, i f t h e y ' l l ask me i f I bring my own suppl ies or not and I ' l l 
t e l l them usual ly we don ' t . I charge them extra i f they want me to 
br ing some of my own suppl ies , but usually they a l l d o n ' t . The supplies 
are there and t h e y ' l l t e l l me what to do. I ' l l ask them what they want 
done. 
CRITCHLOW Do you ever f ind occasion to prefer to use your supplies because of 
the wrong type? 
SALO N-not usual ly . Usually I ' l l , t h e y ' l l , 1f they've got something I don't 
l i ke or they don' t have something, or they don't have something tha t I 
would l i ke them t o , I j u s t t a l k to them and ask them to get i t fo r me. 
No, usually t h e y ' l l buy vrfiat I v^nt to use. 
CRITCHLOW Okay. So then a l l o f the c o n t r o l and d i r e c t i o n of t he actua l housekeeping, 
t h e work t h a t i s per formed, i s under the d i r e c t i o n of the houseowner? 
SALO Yes, def in i te ly . 
CRITCHLOW Can you t h i n k of any exception to that 1n which Adele's supplied tha t kind 
of control? 
SALO No. 
CRITCHLOW Is your being l i censed an except ion f o r a housekeeper or are a l l the 
housekeepers l i censed i n d i v i d u a l l y ? 
SALO I d o n ' t r e a l l y know. I j u s t know I 'm l i c e n s e d . We had been t o l d t o get 
our own l i c e n s e . 
CRITCHLOW Who suggested t h a t you get the l icense? 
SALO Adele 's . 
CRITCHLOW The other housekeepers you know, were they l icensed Ind iv idua l l y also? 
SALO As far as I know they were* 
CRITCHLOW Do you determine what area y o u ' l l work 1n? What's your geographic area? 




CRITCHLOW You're not assigned by Adele 's to any s p e c i f i c geographic a r e a , are you? 
SALO No, no. 
CRITCHLOW And you consider yourse l f f ree to accept or r e j e c t any o f f e r she makes 
t o you for employment in any area or a p a r t i c u l a r household? 
SALO I sure do . 
CRITCHLOW Who sets the hours that you work? 
SALO I do. 
CRITCHLOW Do you feel f ree to change, increase or decrease the hours of your employ-
ment? 
SALO Definitely. 
CRITCHLOW I f you were an employee working f o r A d e l e ' s , would you have t h a t same 
freedom? 
SALO I don' t think so. 
CRITCHLCW Would you have tha t same freedom as an employee for anybody else? 
SALO No, I sure wouldn ' t . 
CRITCHLOW Why do you think you have tha t freedom? 
SALO Because I 'm sel f -employed. 
CRITCHLCW Is there any commitment tha t you have to make of exclusive associat ion 
with Adele's to rece ive job offers from Adele's? 
SALO Pardon? Say that aga in . 
CRITCHLCW Do you have to accept or give a f u l l and exclusive commitment to Adele's 
t h a t you won't work for anybody e l s e - -
SALO No. 
CRITCHLOW —except the ones they give you jobs? 
SALO Oh, no. 
CRITCHLOW You're f r e e to accept a job o f f e r from anyone you want? 
SALO Yeah, t h a t ' s t r u e . 
CRITCHLOW The only time you'd have to pay Adele 's i s i f and when they give you a 


























Who receives the actual payment of the homeowner? 
I do. 
Do you instruct the homeowner how to make that payment? 
Sometimes, yes. 
And what is your instruction to them? 
I t e l l them to make i t out to Adele's because she handles the, the check 
cashing for us so that we don't have to go through the hassle. 
You say hassle, what kind of hassle? 
Bounced checks. I don't have to worry about them bouncing because they 
cover those for me. That's mostly why I have them make i t out to Adele's 
f o r. 
Do you have your own checking account? 
I do have my own checking account. 
Are there some of the other housekeepers who do not have a checking account 
Yes. 
Would i t be a tremendous inconvenience for them to have the check payable 
to them without a checking account? 
Yes, that certainly is when you don't have your own checking account and 
t ry to cash checks. 
Is i t true that after placement for collection you have to wait 10 days 
to get paid? 
Yes. 
And i f you d idn ' t have a bank account the bank has a service charge for cas 
checks, isn't that true. 
That's true. 
I believe you test i f ied that you would feel free to hire an assistant I f yo 
wanted, or as many assistants as you wanted to to do the work. Would you 
have to have the consent of Adele's to do that? 
No, I wouldn't. 
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CRITCHLOW Would you have to have the consent of the homeowner? 
SALO Yeah, I would ( i naud ib le ) . 
CRITCHLOW You would want them to be aware of i t ? 
SALO Oh, yes. 
CRITCHLOW Would you feel the same kind of compulsion to no t i f y Adele's that you 
were doing i t ? 
SALO No, I wouldn ' t . 
CRITCHLOW Are you aware of Adele's ever discharging a housekeeper? 
SALO No, I'm not . 
CRITCHLOW Who do you think i s going to discharge you as a housekeeper? 
SALO The one who hired me. 
CRITCHLOW Does Adele's have any r i gh t to do that? 
SALO No, they don ' t . 
CRITCHLOW Is t h i s a correct summary of the services that Adele's performs for you as 
your agent in obtaining housekeeping jobs: adver t i s ing , scheduling jobs 
fo r you and obtaining, jobs for you, bookkeeping, collection service, cash 
checking services? 
SALO (Inaudible - bussing noise increases - almost impossible to understand._ 
CRITCHLOW I f the check i s made to you and Adele's cashed the check for you you don' t 
have to go to the bank. You can go to Adele's and have them cash the 
check and that the check ( inaudib le) . 
Is i t true that Adele's assists in the preparation of some tax information 
fo r you? 
SALO They put , they get the forms, but-* 
CRITCHLOW What form do they give you? 
SALO I bel ieve i t ' s a 1099, I'm not sure. 
CRITCHLOW 1099 f o r m , to help you f i l e your Income taxes . Have you received a W-2 
for wages paid by Adele's t o you? 
SALO No, I haven ' t . 
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CRITCHLOW Do you know any housekeeper that has? 
END OF TAPE 
JUDGE This is Side 3 in the hearing of Adele's Housekeeping. The tape had ended, 
thus the reason for being off the record. No testimony was taken while 
we were o f f the record. Is th is correct? 
CRITCHLOW That is correct . 
JUDGE Thank you. Go ahead and continue with your questions, counselor. 
CRITCHLOW Since your employment two years ago las t A p r i l , has anyone in any managemen 
ro le at Adele's attempted O P , in f a c t , control led your work as a housekeepe 
SALO No. 
CRITCHLCW In any degree? 
SALO No. 
CRITCHLOW Who has controlled your work as a housekeeper during that period of time? 
SALO The c l i e n t I work for . 
CRITCHLOW I have no further questions. 
JUDGE Okay. Anything you'd l i ke to say? 
SALO Not that I can think o f . 
JUDGE Okay. Any rebuttal questions, Mr. 8ruch? 
8RUCH I have one question. How do you f i l e your income tax return? Do you f i l e 
a Schedule C? 
S.ALO My husband does my taxes. I can't t e l l what a l l I f i l e . I j u s t know I 
f i l e for self-employment and— 
8RUCH You do, so far as you know, pay self-employment tax? 
SALO Yes. 
? (Inaudible) 
8RUCH That's a l l . 
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Okay, thank you. We'll excuse you and would you ask Vickie George to come 
i n , please. 
Right. 
(Noise and inaudible comments in background.) 
I t ' s getting warm. 
I t is a l i t t l e warm. 
I ' l l join you. I t takes a l i t t l e more effort on my part. 
Starting out this morning this room was cool. 
I was in an accident the 27th of December. I've got a (unintel l igible) 
back. 
I'm sorry to hear that. 
Who's this next one? 
Vickie George. 
V - i - c -k - i - e . 
(Noises and comments in background.) 
Come in and be seated, Ms. George. 
First of a l l , we're on the record in that these proceedings are being 
recorded. And also i t ' s a requirement that your testimonies be given 
under oath so I ' l l be placing you under oath. And I need to have you 
sign this voucher here so the Department can issue you $14 for your 
appearance here today. 
Thank you. I ' l l place you under oath i f you' l l raise your hand. 
OATH ADMINISTERED. Vickie George answered in the aff irmative. 
Thank you. Would you please state your name and address for the record. 
My name is Vickie George. I l ive at 554 - 35th Street , Ogden, Utah. 
Are you currently employed? 
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JUDGE And when d i d you become se l f - emp loyed? 
GEORGE I always have been. 
JUDGE When did you f i r s t start doing such work? 
GEORGE Le t ' s see, four years ago. 
JUDGE What was the occasion tha t you began housekeeping? 
GEORGE What—beg pardon? 
JUDGE What was t he occas ion t h a t you began i n do ing t h i s housekeeping work? 
GEORGE Why—I d o n ' t understand the ques t i on . 
JUDGE Why d id you begin becoming— 
GEORGE Because I needed t h e work . 
JUDGE Okay. 
GEORGE I needed t h e money. 
JUDGE Did you do i t out on your, your own at that time or were you going through 
Adele's at that time? 
GEORGE No, I immediately s ta r ted out w i t h A d e l e ' s . 
JUDGE Were you doing t h i s on your own when you became a f f i l i a t e d w i t h Adele's? 
GEORGE Yes. 
JUDGE How many c l i e n t s d i d you have? 
GEORGE I had three a t tha t t i m e . 
JUDGE When d id you learn o f Adele's? 
GEORGE There was an ad i n t h e paper . 
JUOGE What d i d t h e ad say? 
GEORGE I don ' t r e c o l l e c t exac t l y what i t s a i d , but 1t was sometlng about the 
f ac t that—housekeeping, c a l l Ade le ' s . 
JUDGE Did they exp la in how they con t rac t w i t h the housekeepers? 
GEORGE She gave me a con t rac t and I s igned i t . 
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JUDGE I'll refer you to what has been labeled Exhibit #10. Is that the contract 
you signed? 
GEORGE Yes, it is. 
JUDGE How much were you pa id f o r y o u r s e r v i c e s ? 
GEORGE From Ade le ' s o r— 
JUDGE Fran A d e l e ' s . 
GEORGE W e l l , I s t a r t e d out a t $4.25. 
JUDGE Why d id you s t a r t at t ha t rate? 
GEORGE When d i d I s t a r t ? 
JUDGE Why? 
GEORGE Why? Because she sa id t h a t t h a t was t h e i r se t r a t e t o the c l i e n t s and 
t h a t ' s how much I was going to be g e t t i n g . 
JUDGE How much were you charg ing your o l d c l i e n t s ? 
GEORGE I was c h a r g i n g my c l i e n t s $5 an h o u r . 
JUDGE Okay. So you earned $4.25 an hour and t h e n a pe rcen tage of t h a t you would 
pay to A d e l e ' s , i s t h a t cor rec t? 
GEORGE W e l l , n o , t h e c l i e n t s had—the r a t e t h a t she had se t was l i k e for each 
c l i e n t was—when I f i r s t s t a r t e d I c a n ' t remember j u s t how much she 
charged. 
JUDGE W e l l , $4.25 i s the ac tua l money you would rece ive and t h e r e — 
GEORGE Yes. 
JUDGE - -was an amount above t h a t t h a t was charged t o t h e c l i e n t and she rece i ved 
a portion of i t . 
GEORGE Uh-huh. 
JUDGE Did tha t ra te increase? 
GEORGE Yes, 1 t d i d . 
JUDGE When. 
GEORGE A f t e r I ' d been t h e r e s ix months i t was ra ised t o $5 an hour. 
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JUDGE Why was i t raised at that time? 
GEORGE Because i t was in the contract that I was, i t would be raised af ter , after 
a certain amount of time I would get an increase. 
JUDGE Was i t contingent upon anything other than j us t time? 
GEORGE No, just—wel l , how many times I'd bid a c l ien t . I t was based on that, 
too. 
JUDGE Okay. How would you obtain the c l ien ts through Adele's? 
GEORGE Valena wou ld f i n d them and t h e n she would c a l l me and say t h e r e i s a 
cer ta in person who would l i ke you to work for them and I had the choice 
of whether I wanted to or no t . 
JUDGE Did you ever decl ine any? 
GEORGE A couple I have, yes . 
JUDGE When Ade le 's informed you of a c l i e n t would they g ive you any p a r t i c u l a r s 
about that particular cl ient? 
GEORGE No , j u s t t h a t — w h a t t h e address was, phone number , and I needed t o t a l k 
t o t hem. 
JUDGE After you were furnished with the c l ient , you would personally contact the 
client? 
GEORGE Yes. 
JUDGE What was the purpose of that contact? 
GEORGE To find out what they wanted done. 
JUDGE Do you have any equipment of your own that you use? 
GEORGE I have a vacuum that I use occasionally. 
JUDGE And you generally use the client's equipment? 
GEORGE Yes. 
JUDGE Does the client instruct you as to what he wants done at his residence? 
GEORGE Uh-huh. 
JUDGE And tells you what items he wants cleaned or how he wants 1t done? 
























Well , they usual ly—it 's just basic. They want dusting, vacuuming and 
cleaning bathrooms and kitchens, walls, or whatever. They usually t e l l 
me when I walk in what they want done. 
Okay. Are they generally there when you perform the work? 
No, not now. Let's see, I have about four of them that are there probably 
a half hour before, then I leave, and then they--before--they're there 
about a half hour and then they leave. (Chuckle) 
Okay. But during that half hour they (uninte l l ig ib le) what work they want 
done. 
Yes, uh-huh, i f they have anything special. Now i t ' s down to the point 
where I just go in and I do. I know exactly what they want done. I f 
there's anything special they ' l l leave me a note. 
Al l r igh t . Do you have a business license? 
Wel l , I'm supposed to get one and I haven't yet. 
Why do you believe you're supposed to have a business license? 
Because I'm self-employed and you're supposed to have a business license 
to be self-employed. 




Have you posted any type of bond for your type of work? 
(Inaudible) 
What expenses do you incur in performing your work? 
Just gas to get there. 
How does the c l ien t , how does the c l ient generally pay you? 
8y check. 
Is that made out to you or Adele's? 
I t ' s made out to Adele's. 
Why is i t made out to Adele's? 
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GEORGE Because i t ' s easier f o r a person to get checks cashed, 
JUDGE Are you furnished with any s t a t i o n e r y or business cards? 
GEORGE Yeah, f o r a d v e r t i s i n g . 
JUDGE What a r e you furnished? 
GEORGE W e l l , she has brochures. They—pr ice of how much i t costs fo r four hours 
and t h e y , t h e r e ' s a business card on the bottom of i t t h a t ' s detachable 
and i t has Adele 's phone number on i t . And I u s u a l l y w r i t e my name on 
i t wi th them ( i n a u d i b l e - loud buzzing sound c o n t i n u e s ) . 
JUDGE Have you ever hired anybody to help you? 
GEORGE W e l l , I had an occasion to but t h a t f e l l t h r o u g h , but I have , could have, 
but I haven't* 
JUDGE Would you need to clear that through Adele's? 
GEORGE No. 
JUDGE I ' l l r e f e r you to t h i s document here t h a t ' s been labe led as 13a and 13b. 
Do you recognize t h a t document, Ms. George? 
GEORGE Yes, t h a t ' s what I f i l l e d out a couple of months ago. 
JUDGE Okay. When you completed t h a t document d id you understand those quest ions 
that were written? 
GEORGE W e l l , p r e t t y much, y e s , uh-huh. 
JUDGE Would you review t h a t , gloss over t h a t and see i f t h e r e i s anything t h e r e 
t h a t you would change? 
GEORGE (Pause) No. 
JUDGE Okay. Anything f u r t h e r you'd l i k e to s t a t e concerning your cont ract w i t h 
Adele 's? 
GEORGE No, I c a n ' t th ink of anything* 
JUDGE Okay* Mr. 8 ruch , do you have any questions for t h i s witness? 
BRUCH I j u s t have one q u e s t i o n . Pr ior to these proceedings, d id you have any 
conversat ion with t h e management of Adele 's or t h e i r lega l counsel con-
cerning these proceedings? 
GEORGE I ' v e t a l k e d to other g i r l s and Valena about t h i s , what 's going o n , but 
I ' v e ne^er consulted any kind of a p r o f e s s i o n a l . 
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CRITCHLOW Do you know of any o ther housekeepers who have? 
GEORGE Not t o my knowledge , n o . 
CRITCHLOW Do you feel to ta l l y free to accept or reject the job offers that Adele's 
extends to you? 
GEORGE Yes , I d o . 
CRITCHLOW Did you s a y , you s a i d t h a t you have r e j e c t e d some? 
GEORGE Uh-huh . 
CRITCHLOW Do you have total freedom to determine what area, geographic or otherwise, 
you might work? 
GEORGE Uh-huh. 
CRITCHLOW Are you s p e c i f i c a l l y assigned by Ade le 's t o any p a r t i c u l a r work area? 
GEORGE I 'm a l l ove r . There i s r e a l l y not one a r e a . I work a l l over Ogden and 
C l e a r f i e l d . 
CRITCHLOW And you pay a l l the expenses of t r a n s p o r t a t i o n t o and from the ( i n a u d i b l e ) . 
GEORGE Uh-huh. 
CRITCHLOW I noted that i n your quest ionnaire, the answers, you said t h a t there were 
forms, s ta t ionery , business cards and Insurance provided by Adele 's . 
You crossed out employer and added agent the re . Can you t e l l us b r i e f l y 
what those forms, business cards and insurance e n t a i l ? 
GEORGE W e l l , I mean, Valena t o l d me t h a t the on ly insurance t h a t we have i s l i k e 
l i a b i l i t y in case of an accident to and from the j o b , o r , or on the j ob . 
That's the only coverage that we have. And i f anything gets broken while 
I'm there , Adele's w i l l pay for t h a t . 
CRITCHLCM The insurance company will? 
GEORGE Uh-huh. And as for contract , t h i s thing tha t I f i l l e d out when I f i r s t 
went to her , and, uh—let 's see, and business cards, she's given me business 
cards and brochures and sta t ionery , these things so that I can leave a 
note to my c l i e n t s , you know. That's a l l that she's given me. 
CRITCHLOW And you stated that the , the c l ien t gives you the , the check or the payment 
to you? Do they always do 1t with check? 
GEORGE W e l l , t h e r e have been occasions i t has been cash, but 1 t has been most of 
t h e t i m e wi th checks. 
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GEORGE I j u s t h a v e n ' t gone look ing f o r anybody on my own. 
CRITCHLOW Has Adele's been able to keep suf f ic ient job offers available for you to 
keep you satisfied? 
GEORGE Y e s . 
CRITCHLOW Do you receive any vacation pay, holiday pay or sick pay? 
GEORGE (No audible answer.) 
CRITCHLOW You never have? 
GEORGE No. 
CRITCHLOW I presume 1f you get that you have to pay yourself. 
GEORGE Yes. 
CRITCHLOW Do you pe r ce i ve A d e l e ' s as hav ing t h e r i g h t t o d i s c h a r g e you as a housekeep 
GEORGE No. 
CRITCHLOW Who does have t he r i g h t t o d i s c h a r g e you as a housekeeper? 
GEORGE The people I work f o r , the c l i e n t s . 
CRITCHLOW Have you know a c l i e n t to discharge housekeepers before? 
GEORGE Y e s . 
CRITCHLOW Have you ever known of Adele's to, uh, discharge a housekeeper? 
GEORGE No (inaudible). 
CRITCHLOW The only discharges you ' re aware of are those tha t were made by the home-
owners, the c l i e n t s - -
GEORGE U h - h u h . 
CRITCHLOW — o f t h e housekeepers? Has Adele*s ever suppl ied you w i t h any t o o l s , 
equipment or suppl ies to do your work? 
GEORGE No. 
CRITCHLOW Would you ever a n t i c i p a t e t h a t they would do t h a t ? 
GEORGE Not really, (inaudible) no. 
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CRITCHLOW The t o o l s , equipment and supp l ies you use i n your work are supp l ied by 
whom? 
GEORGE The c l i e n t , mostly the c l i e n t . I take my vacuum when I don ' t l i k e t h e i r s . 
(Chuckle) 
CRITCHLOW You sound l i k e my w i f e . 
(Laughter) 
Is t h i s a correct summary of the services provided by your agent, Ade le 's : 
a d v e r t i s i n g , scheduling jobs fo r you ,— 
GEORGE Yes. 
CRITCHLOW —bookkeeping f o r y o u , — 
GEORGE Yes. 




CRITCHLOW —check cashing,— 
GEORGE Yes. 
CRITCHLOW —preparat ion of a 1099 fo r your income tax? 
GEORGE Yes. 
CRITCHLOW Have you ever rece ived a W-2 form f o r wages paid by A d e l e ' s ? 
GEORGE No. 
CRITCHLOW The o n l y form you ' ve ever rece i ved 1s a 1099 ,— 
GEORGE Yes. 
CRITCHLOW —1s tha t correct? Who 1s 1t t ha t a c t u a l l y cont ro ls the work you do 1n 
the home? 
GEORGE My c l ient . 
CRITCHLOW Ooes Ade le 's 1n any way, d i r e c t l y or I n d i r e c t l y , control the work that you 
do? 
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N o . 
To any degree do they? 
N o . 
So that control is vested exclusively in the homeowner-client? 
Uh-huh. I'm (inaudible). 
There was one--Is i t not true that the entire payment made to you is techni 
to you and then you pay Adele's for Adele's services? 
Yes. 
It isn't that Adele's pays you? 
No. 
I have no further questions. 
Mr. 8ruch, do you have any follow up questions? 
No. 
Any objections to (inaudible). Okay. 
No objection. 
Thank you. Go ahead and allow you to leave. 
Thank you. 
Okay, counselor, that leaves the employer's witnesses. 
I just have one and that is Valena. 
I f you' l l raise your right hand. 
OATH ADMINISTERED. Valena Magill answered 1n the affirmative. 
Thank you. Would you please state your name and your t i t l e with Adele's 
for the record. 
Valena Ottley Magill and president of the corporation. 
Thank you. Before we proceed, do any of you need to take a short break? 
No. 
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VALENA MAGILL Yes, I t was--Davis Housekeeping was considered an agent and not an employer 
of the housekeepers. 
CRITCHLOW Out here In Utah, have you had occasion to become aware of a s imi lar challei 
to a company that i s doing the same th ing as you are do ing, performing agem 
services for housekeepers to homeowner-clients? 
VALENA MAGILL I'm not sure i f i t was a challenge or i f i t was jus t on the i nd i v i dua l ' s 
part going in and t a l k i ng to Job Service as far as determining whether 
they were in employment or no t , but, yes. 
CRITCHLCW 3ut there was a determinat ion--
VALENA MAGILL Yes, there was. 
CRITCHLCW - - t ha t they were not an employer? 
VALENA MAGILL Yes. 
CRITCHLOW What was the name of that company? 
VALENA MAGILL Cinderel la 's Housekeeping. 
CRITCHLOW And where are they located? 
VALENA MAGILL In Salt Lake. 
CRITCHLOW The determination was that they were--
VALENA MAGILL A re fer ra l service. 
CRITCHLOW --not an employer; they were a re fer ra l serv ice. That 's what you consider 
your f i rm to be? 
VALENA MAGILL Yes. 
CRITCHLOW Wi l l you describe b r i e f l y how you obtain the agency for these housekeepers? 
VALENA MAGILL The c l iente le? 
CRITCHLOW No, the housekeepers, how do you obtain the housekeepers? 
VALENA MAGILL Oh, we advertise "housekeepers needed" whenever we have rore c l i en ts than 
we have housekeepers f o r . 
CRITCHLOW And they respond? 
VALENA MAGILL Uh-huh. 
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VALENA MAGILL I ' d say 50 percent. 
CRITCHLCM And those that haven't had, uh, how do they become housekeepers? Do you 
t r a i n them? 
VALENA MAGILL No, most of them are housewives that have done i t in t h e i r own home. 
CRITCHLOW They were s i m i l a r , i t was s imi lar to by osmosis? 
VALENA MAGILL Exact ly. 
CRITCHLOW How do you ob ta in , uh, contacts wi th client-homeowners who need houseclean 
services? 
VALENA MAGILL Uh, we have severa l . We use adver t is ing , we use the yel low pages, we use 
the newspaper, we do door-to-door f l i e r s , we do coupons, we do phone 
s o l i c i t i n g , several types of adver t is ing . 
CRITCHLOW In response to th is advertising the homeowners get in touch with you? 
VALENA MAGILL By te lephone. 
CRITCHLCM Are a l l of the con tac t s by telephone? 
VALENA MAGILL Yes, I 've never gone out pursuing a new j o b . 
CRITCHLOW Over ( inaud ib le ) . 
VALENA MAGILL No. 
CRITCHLOW They c a l l and the s o l i c i t a t i o n i s f o r them t o c a l l ? 
VALENA MAGILL Yes. 
CRITCHLOJ Who determines what work i s to be done i n the homes of these c l i e n t s ? 
VALENA MAGILL The c l i e n t does. 
CRITCHLOW Who determines how much is to be paid for the job to be done? 
VALENA MAGILL I think that t h a t ' s a toss up between--wel l , the housekeeper determines 
what she w i l l work for and we determine our f e e , and between the two of 
us, we have to combine the fee . 
CRITCHLOW And you'd have no contract with a c l i e n t ' s house or a homeowner unless 
that amount were acceptable, is that correct? 
VALENA MAGILL Right , exact ly . 
CRITCHLOW What t ra in ing or instruct ion do you provide at any time to your housekeepe 
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VALENA MAGILL The housekeeper. 
CRITCHLOW Is there any minimum number of hours they must work to receive a job re fer r 
from you? 
VALENA MAGILL No, we have one that works four hours every other week and t h a t ' s i t . 
CRITCHLOW Do you have any f u l l - t i m e employee, f u l l - t i m e housekeepers working 40 hours 
a week? 
VALENA MAGILL No. 
CRITCHLCW Have you ever had? 
VALENA MAGILL We have one that works 40 hours every other week and one c l i e n t cancels 
which 90 percent of the t ime when he does, and 1n the 10, 1n 10 jobs a 
week usually somebody w i l l cancel. 
CRITCHLOW Have you ever had a housekeeper who has worked 40 hours a week every week? 
VALENA MAGILL No. 
CRITCHLOW I t is t r ue , then, i s i t not true that a l l of your housekeepers are part-tirm 
workers? 
VALENA MAGILL Yes. 
CRITCHLOW Is there any requirement by Adele's that a housekeeper must have and mainta 
an exclusive commitment to Adele's? 
VALENA MAGILL No. 
CRITCHLOW Can any housekeeper obtain and maintain c l i en ts other than those referred b' 
Adele's? 
VALENA MAGILL Yes. 
CRITCHLOW Do many of them do that? 
VALENA MAGILL I 'd say about 75 percent. Most of them end their contract with us because 
they gain enough of their own cl ients, via clients of Adele's, from employ-
ment with Adele's, then eventually no longer need— 
CRITCHLOW Adele's. 
VALENA MAGILL --Adele's. And then sometimes they come back when they lose too many of 
them. 
CRITCHLOW Has Adele's ever terminated a housekeeper? 
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VALENA MAGILL No. 
CRITCHLOW Who has the r i g h t , power to discharge the housekeepers for whom you're the 
agent? 
VALENA MAGILL The c l i e n t . 
CRITCHLOW Have the c l i en ts terminated any of your housekeepers? 
VALENA MAGILL Yes. 
CRITCHLOW In the case of the termination of a housekeeper, what does Adele's do? 
VALENA MAGILL I t depends on what the c l i e n t wants; some c l i e n t s prefer not to use another 
housekeeper; some c l i en ts prefer to t ry someone else or , uh, they w i l l ask 
for someone else or t h e y ' l l have the name of a f r iend of t h e i r s that they 
know uses a housekeeper and have, ask for that p a r t i c u l a r person. 
CRITCHLOW Has Adele's at any time provided t o o l s , equipment, cleaning supplies to 
the housekeepers? 
VALENA MAGILL No. 
CRITCHLOW Who supplies the t o o l s , equipment and supplies to the housekeepers? 
VALENA MAGILL The homeowner and sometimes the housekeeper. The housekeeper's free to 
decide what ( inaudible - papers s h u f f l i n g ) . 
CRITCHLOW Have you ever prepared a W-2 form for any housekeeper? 
VALENA MAGILL No. 
CRITCHLOW What tax reporting information do you make ava i lab le to the housekeeper 
and the Internal Revenue Service? 
VALENA MAGILL A 1099. 
CRITCHLOW And what is that? 
VALENA MAGILL Uh, i t ' s j u s t a statement of earnings, l i k e j u s t what you get from the 
bank--your, for i n t e r e s t , i t ' s j u s t — 
CRITCHLOW I t ' s the same statement that would come from any other form of income 
such as div idends,— 
VALENA MAGILL Right. 





















That's what I give to my landlord for my, for rent that he rents from me. 
Can you describe br ie f ly for us the services that you render as an agent 
for the housekeepers? 
Yes, we provide them with, uh, unlimited amount of cl ientele that they 
choose to work for, during the hours they work. We provide them with 
rescheduling should they choose to reschedule. We provide them with 
l i a b i l i t y insurance. We provide them with, uh, stationery, phones, 
uh, phone answering, collection services. 
Check cashing? 
Check cashing, yes. 
Now, what source, what is your source of revenue to defray the expenses 
that , of these services that you provide to your housekeepers? 
We charge the housekeeper a percentage of what we charge, we charge the 
c l ien t . 
Are the charges to the cl ient made by Adele's or by the housekeeper? 
Well, uh, i t depends on-- i f the regular c l i en t , we w i l l say that they're, 
uh, they ' re, a rate that is accepted in the community as the going rate 
which varies from year to year. I f i t ' s one-time cleaning or i t ' s 
spring cleaning or something to that effect or a contract for cleaning 
for an apartment, i t ' s determined between the c l i en t , or the housekeeper 
and Adele's, based on what the housekeeper wants to work for and what we 
need to make to cover our percentage. 
Is i t not true that payment for the housekeeping services are really made 
on a job-by-job basis rather than an hourly wage or (inaudible)--
Oh, yeah, a lot of the housekeepers start out at four hours for $32, 
say for example, and after working for that particular cl ient they can 
get the same amount done in three hours ( inaudible). 
In other words is i t not true that the remuneration i s determined by the 
job stated in terms of hourly rate? 
Yes. 
8ut i t is by the job definitely? 
Oh, yes. 
At any time during your entire operation of Adele's, have you had any 
degree of control over the work performed by the housekeepers? 
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VALENA MAGILL No. 
CRITCHLOI You don' t set the hours they work? 
VALENA MAGILL No. 
CRITCHLOW You don' t determine where they work? 
VALENA MAGILL No. 
CRITCHLOW Other than what t h e i r acceptance of a job o f fe r that you extend to them? 
VALENA MAGILL Yes. 
CRITCHLOW Who exercises that control? 
VALENA MAGILL The c l i e n t and the house-, housekeeper. 
CRITCHLOW I have no further questions. 
JUDGE Okay. A few questions here. What does your basic contract require? 
What takes place there between you and the c l ient? 
VALENA MAGILL When the c l i en t ca l ls up to order the serv ice , we find out where, where 
t h e y ' r e located and how often they would l i k e the service should they 
be happy with the par t icu lar housekeeper we send out. Uh, we t e l l them we 
need 24 hours advance notice should they choose to cancel t h e i r scheduled 
appointment, and t h a t ' s about i t . Then we c a l l the housekeeper and turn 
over the c l i e n t ' s name and phone number, a t which time they contact the 
c l i e n t reconfirming the time and what the part iculars a r e . After the 
job is concluded we cal l back and see i f the c l i e n t would l i k e to be 
included on the regular schedule with the said housekeeper. 
JUDGE So the inquiry is whether they want to have a maintenance agreement 
where they ' re coming in on a regular basis? 
VALENA MAGILL Uh-huh. We t ry to get a ten ta t ive idea of what they want regular ly before 
they s t a r t , simply for scheduling purposes, and that is subject to change 
a f t e r the f i r s t appointment. 
JUDGE Are a l o t of your c l ien ts t h a t way tha t you routinely service? 
VALENA MAGILL Yes. 
JUDGE Does the same housekeeper general ly service the same c l i en t? 
VALENA MAGILL I t depends on the c l i en t and the housekeeper, but i f the agreement works 
for both, yes. 
C00121 
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So it's up to the client and housekeeper whether they want to continue the 
relationship? 
VALENA MAGILL Yes. 
What's the purpose of the business cards and stationery that you furnish 
to the housekeepers? 
There is a place for the housekeeper to write their name on the business 
card in order for the client to know who, which housekeeper it was that 
they had cleaning for them that they should contact. We ask that they 
read the brochure when they clean with their name on it for, uh, if the 
client wanted to give it to a friend. And we give them— 












This is Side 4 in the hearing of Adele's Houseclean-, Housecleaning. The 
tape had ended. The—let's see—Adele's Housekeeping rather than Adele's 
Housecleaning. No testimony was taken while we were off the record. Is 
th is correct? 
Correct. 
That's right. 
Okay. You were talking about b i l l i n g . 
I f they choose to use us as a check cashing service, they use, they ' l l 
submit a b i l l to us for what their percentage i s . I f they don't use 
our check cashing services, we submit a b i l l to them for what we're 
charging them. And we also give them a receipt pad to deliver a 
receipt to the cl ient where they sign their name. I t ' s also a reminder 
of who their housekeeper i s . 
Now, do you submit b i l l s to very many of the housekeepers? 
Say about three percent. 
So the majority of them are submitting the payments to you? 
Yes, uh-huh. 
What's covered 1n the brochure? 
Uh, I wish I had one with me. Uh, general housekeeping, weekly, bi-weekly, 
regular service, uh, insurable housekeepers, (unintelligible) the days 
of recess, customized service, (unintelligible), but, you know, I t ' s just 
an, i t ' s an inducement to the client to realize why they need a housekeeper 
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JUDGE Okay. What insurance do you have? 
VALENA MAGILL We provide l i a b i l i t y insurance to the housekeepers, 
JUOGE What does that cover? 
VALENA MAGILL L i a b i l i t y for broken, damaged, damage to the home. 
JUDGE Does your type of business require any type of bonding? 
VALENA MAGILL Not that I'm aware o f . We have invest igated tha t but in order to obtain 
a bond the i n d - , the housekeepers would have to do i t i nd i v idua l l y because 
they are sub-contractors. 
JUDGE Okay. Are you aware of whether the housekeeping indust ry , per se, 1s 
required to have bonds— 
VALENA MAGILL No, I'm not . 
JUDGE - - f o r those ind iv iduals that do the cleaning? 
VALENA MAGILL No, I'm not . 
JUOGE Okay. So y o u , from what you 've t o l d me, you do not en te r i n t o any type 
of wr i t ten contract with the c l ient? 
VALENA MAGILL No. 
JUDGE I t ' s a l l j u s t verbal? 
VALENA MAGILL Uh-huh. 
JUDGE What's the percentage that you charge? 
VALENA MAGILL I t varies from v i s i t to v i s i t . Our percentage i s lower each time the 
housekeeper cleans for the c l i e n t . Uh, i t s ta r ts out at about, I t h ink , 
(qui te a b i t , though) 25 percent and eventual ly comes down to 20 percent, 
do you think? 
JUDGE What determines what you're going to charge for your percentage tha t 
you arrange? 
VALENA MAGILL Uh, i t ' s con- , I t ' s contingent on how long the housekeeper cleans for that 
c l i e n t . The f i r s t time i t costs nore because t h e r e ' s much wore paperwork 
involved in the set t ing up of everything 1s more Involved and there 's 
more phone ca l l s t ransp i red . And a f t e r the c l i e n t becomes regular I t ' s 
l e s s . There's not as much paperwork and t h e r e ' s , we don't have to ca l l 
as o f ten . I t ' s more, t h e , the housekeeper handles more of those l o g i s t i c s 
than we do. 
"
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JUDGE Is t he re a t ime frame on any of that l i k e a month, s ix months? 
VALENA MAGILL Oh, y e s , t he re i s . A f t e r t h r e e months our percentage goes down, a f t e r 
s i x months i t goes down, a f t e r a year i t goes down. 
JUDGE Okay. Is t h a t how t h e i r pay i s i n c r e a s e d , then? 
VALENA MAGILL Uh-huh. 
JUDGE So that's the only determinative factor? 
VALENA MAGILL Yes, although some clients pay their housekeepers some more. 
JUDGE Okay. You mentioned the one witness he re . She star ted out at $4 .25 . 
Is there a c e r t a i n scale that you s t a r t them out at? 
VALENA MAGILL Is there—excuse me? 
JUDGE I s the re a c e r t a i n sca le you s t a r t your housekeepers a t and why? 
VALENA MAGILL I t depends o n , i t depends on what we ' re charging t he c l i e n t at t h a t t i m e , 
but i t just—the f i r s t v i s i t costs, the f i r s t v i s i t they make, l i k e , we 
make, they make about 57 percent, say, and we make 47 per-, vrfiatever i t 
i s , 43 percent. 
JUDGE So do you determine the cost of the service between yourself and the 
client? 
VALENA MAGILL Most of the t i m e . 
JUDGE Why do you not l e t the housekeeper and the c l i e n t do some de te rm ina t ion? 
VALENA MAGILL Because genera l l y the c l i e n t c a l l s us f o r the scheduled appo in tment . I t ' s 
d i f f i c u l t unless—if i t ' s a regular c l ient , which we've probably received 
about five phone calls a day for that and have to ca l l several individuals 
to determine who's going to take on that c l ient , and then have to determine 
what we're going to charge that cl ient and call the cl ient back. 3y then 
the cl ient has secured another housekeeper. So we found that i t ' s hot 
p r o f i t a b l e to spend t h a t much time back and forth unless i t ' s a job such 
as an apartment complex or spring cleaning where I t ' s going t o be not a 
regular cleaning se rv ice . 
JUDGE How do you determine whether the housekeeper has adequate s k i l l s to perform 
the service? 
VALENA MAGILL I n i t i a l l y by the f i r s t time they c l e a n . I f , 1f the c l i e n t ' s not pleased 
and they have leg i t imate things that they ' re not pleased with we're less 
l i k e l y to contract wi th that housekeeper again or ( u n i n t e l l i g i b l e ) . 
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JUDGE Does anybody go out and then check to see where t h e y ' r e f a u l t y o r anything? 
VALENA MAGILL No. 
JUDGE So i t ' s le f t to ta l ly up to the— 
VALENA MAGILL No, they cal — 
JUDGE - - c l i e n t ' s observation? 
VALENA MAGILL T h e r e ' s , t h e r e ' s been t imes before when a housekeeper knows another house-
keeper and w i l l go out wi th t ha t housekeeper and work wi th them, but 
t h a t ' s - - w e don ' t pay them f o r t h a t . We don ' t have anything t o do w i t h 
that . 
JUDGE Does the housekeeper, does the c l i e n t ever c a l l up and complain about any 
p a r t i c u l a r housekeeper's work? 
VALENA MAGILL Yes. 
JUDGE What do you do in those instances? 
VALENA MAGILL We t e l l them, we f i n d out from the c l i e n t i f t hey ' d l i k e us to t e l l t he 
housekeeper what the problem i s or i f t h e y ' d j u s t l i k e to have another 
housekeeper. 
JUDGE Okay. Do the c l i e n t s ever c a l l the housekeeper themselves— 
VALENA MAGILL Yes. 
JUDGE - - t o express d i s s a t i s f a c t i o n ? (Pause) What's the purpose of the r e s t r i c -
t i on on the contract? 
VALENA MAGILL The $200 f inder 's fee? 
JUDGE Uh-huh. 
VALENA MAGILL Simply because of the cost of incurring advertising to obtain the client. 
If they choose to have, just work for the client on their own, they can 
buy the account. 
JUDGE Has anybody ever done that? 
VALENA MAGILL Yes, Diane Corton (?). One, one person had a client and (unintelligible). 
JUDGE Has there been more than one individual? 






3RUCH Is the information as to what needs to be cleaned, do you, t h e n , pass 
i t on to the housekeepers as you're t r y i n g to get them to do the job? 
VALENA MAGILL I f i t ' s a regular job I d o n ' t . I f i t ' s something t h a t - - 9 0 percent 
of the c l ien ts a r e , you know, regular , yes . I f n o t , I w i l l pass them 
on to them and see that t h a t ' s what's to be done. That 's what, t h a t ' s 
where we get into determining how much they want to make for that type 
of work. 
8RUCH Do you t e l l them what, what the c l i e n t wants--
VALENA MAGILL Yes. 
BRUCH - - t o have done to see i f they ' re w i l l i n g to do that and what price 
t h e y ' r e w i l l i n g to pay? 
VALENA MAGILL Yes. 
3RUCH Okay. Do you exhibit—The housekeepers are given brochures. Are they 
required to leave those with the c l ien t? 
VALENA MAGILL No, no. 
3RUCH And has there ever been an occasion when a c l i e n t cal led Adele's and 
complained about the work that was done inadequately or that they wanted 
the job redone, has there been been an occasion l i k e that? 
VALENA MAGILL Yes. 
BRUCH In that instance, who redid i t ? 
VALENA MAGILL Uh, i t ' s happened more than once. Sometimes the i n i t i a l housekeeper's 
redone the job and sometimes we haven't redone the j o b . 
BRUCH When do you, the or ig ina l housekeepers pay to have the job done that 
comes out o f , is that taken out of the check t h a t , the cost for t h a t , or 
do they pay that out r ight after? 
VALENA MAGILL They pay i t out of the i r pocket. 
BRUCH That 's a l l I need. 
VALENA MAGILL I n i t — t h a t doesn't usually occur simply because the c l i e n t pays upon 
completion and a l o t of times the c l i e n t might ( u n i n t e l l i g i b l e ) upon 
completion, uh-huh f so tha t ' s pretty r a r e . 
BRUCH And t h a t ' s a l l . 
JUDGE Do you guarantee the housekeeper's work? 
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ISSUE: 
Whether various housekeepers performed a service for Adele's constituting 
employment covered by the provisions of the Utah Employment Security Act. 
Sections 35-4-22(j)(l), 35-4-22(p) and 35-4-22(j)(5) of the Utah Employment 
Security Act is quoted on the attached sheet. 
FINDINGS OF FACT: 
Adele's Housekeeping provides a service to homeowners of referring housekeepers. 
Adele's considers themselves as a broker to help housekeepers and homeowners 
come together. A client would typically contact the employer expressing what 
type of house cleaning he was desirous of obtaining i.e. weekly, periodic, spring 
cleaning, etc. After which Adele's would then contact various housekeepers 
inquiring whether they would be interested in cleaning for the client and what 
the client was willing to pay. If the housekeeper accepts the contract, the 
housekeeper contacts the homeowner to arrange an appointment for the cleaning, 
obtaining instructions, etc. The client instructs the housekeeper as to what 
work is to be performed and he inspects such work. Upon completion of the work, 
the client may pay the housekeeper directly or pay Adele's. If the payment is 
made to the housekeeper, the housekeeper must pay Adele's a finders fee. If 
payment is made to Adele's, Adele's takes their finders fee and remits the 
remainder to the housekeeper. If the service relationship continues between the 
client and the housekeeper, Adele's decreases the finders fee. Initially Adele's 
often quotes the going rate for the client before obtaining the housekeeper. On 
larger cleaning projects such as construction clean up, etc. Adele's does not 
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Adele's often obtains housekeepers by placing an ad in newspapers. When con-
tracting with the housekeeper, Adele*s explains they are offering a "brokers 
service" to bring the clients and housekeepers together and Adele's considers 
them to be independent. The housekeepers are free to obtain and develop their 
own clientele. Some of the housekeepers actually do so, while others are content 
with accepting what jobs they want as referred to them by Adele's. Adele's 
allows any of the housekeepers to purchase any of the clientele contracts for a 
fee of $200. Some housekeepers have actually purchased such clientele. Adele's 
does not furnish any supplies and equipment. The housekeepers must look to the 
client for such or furnish their own. 
An auditor for the Department performed an audit upon Adele's and held the 
housekeeper was in Adele's employment. The auditor found that the services could 
not be exempt pursuant to Section 35-4-22(j)(5) of the Utah Employment Security 
Act. 
REASONING AND CONCLUSION: 
The auditor in this case relied upon the f,ABff test as stated in Section 35-4-22-
(j)(5) of the Utah Employment Security Act to determine whether the housekeeper's 
services could be excluded. This test is provided to determine whether services 
can be excluded after an initial determination has been made as to whether the 
services in question actually constitute employment for a wage. Until such 
determination is made, Section 35-4-22(j)(5) does not apply. 
The Utah Supreme Court in Fuller Brush vs Industrial Commission (99 Utah 97 107 
P. 2d. 201 1940) has addressed this issue. The court stated that it must be 
determined first whether the individual rendered a personal service for a wage or 
under a contract of hire? If so, then was he entitled to receive remuneration 
based upon such service? These questions originate from Sections 35-4-22(j)(l) 
and 35-4-22(p) of the Utah Employment Security Act which defines employment and 
wages. In determining whether an employment relationship exists the Utah Supreme 
Court, based on Fuller Brush vs Industrial Commission (99 Utah 97 107 P. 2d. 201 
1940), defined a "contract of hire", as stated in Section 35-4-22(j)(l) of the 
Utah Employment Security Act, to include any agreement under which one person 
performs personal services at the request of another who pays for the services. 
(Blamires vs Board of Review Utah 584 P. 2d. 889 1978) 
At first glance, the service the housekeeper performed appears to be for Adele's. 
However, a deeper look does not support such a conclusion. The actual service 
being performed is for the client homeowner. This is evident by the client and 
the housekeeper arranging the time for the cleaning, the client instructing the 
housekeeper as to what work to be done and how, the client furnishing supplies 
and equipment and in some cases actually dealing with the housekeeper in nego-
tiating a price. Further, the housekeeper looks to the client for payment. 
The housekeeper has no recourse with Adele's. The primary element exhibiting 
control, to show a service rendered for Adele's, is the recommended rates. 
However, in Blamires vs Board of Review (ibid) the court held such as insuffi-
cient to demonstrate control. Since a preponderance of the evidence demonstrates 
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The Department of Employment Security appeals the decision of the 
Administrative Law Judge reversing an earlier Department determination and 
holding that the housekeepers did not perform services for Adele's as 
provided by §§35-4-22(j)(l) and 35-4-22(p) of the Utah Employment Security 
Act, but such service was performed for the homeowner clients. After 
careful consideration of the record in this matter, the Board of Review 
reverses the decision of the Administrative Law Judge and determines that 
the housekeepers performed services for Adele's and are "in employment" as 
defined by §35-4-22(j)(l) of the Act; and further said housekeepers are 
not exempt from covered employment as not having satisfied either the "A" 
or V 1 tests of §35-4-22(j)(5) of the Act. The remuneration received by 
the housekeepers for their services therefore constitutes wages subject to 
contributions under the Act. 
In reversing the decision of the Administrative Law Judge, the 
Board of Review makes its findings of fact and conclusions of law and 
decision as follows: 
FINDINGS OF FACT: 
Adele's Housekeeping, Inc., formerly Adele's Housekeeping, a 
proprietorship, hereinafter referred to as "Adele's," provides a service to 
homeowners and others, such as apartment complexes, of referring workers 
who do housecleaning and housekeeping services, hereinafter referred to as 
"housekeepers," to said homeowners or others desirous of such services, 
hereinafter referred to as "clients." A client would typically contact 
Adele's expressing what type of housecleaning he was desirous of obtaining, 
i . e . , periodic such as weekly or biweekly, spring cleaning, etc. Adele's 
would then contact various housekeepers inquiring whether they would be 
interested in cleaning for the client. I f a housekeeper accepted the par-
ticular cleaning assignment, the housekeeper would then contact the client 
to arrange an appointment to perform the cleaning and obtain Instructions 
from the client. The client Informs the housekeeper with respect to the 
details of the cleaning work he desires to be performed. Adele's does not 
normally inspect the work after i t is completed relying upon word back from 
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Upon completion of the work the cl ient normally pays for the 
services performed by delivering a check made payable to Adele's to the 
housekeeper for delivery to Adele1s and cashing by Adele1s. The house-
keepers are normally paid by Adele's every two weeks for the i r services. 
Out of a l l money earned by the housekeepers Adele1s deducts a commission 
ranging from twenty-five to f i f t y percent and pays the balance to the house-
keepers. I f a cl ient pays a housekeeper either in cash or by a check made 
payable to the housekeeper, the housekeeper has the option of paying Adele's 
the twenty-five to f i f ty-percent commission and keeping the rest or turning 
the f u l l amount over to Adele1 s and then being paid back the amount to 
which the housekeeper is ent i t led after Adele's deducts the commission 
to which i t is ent i t led. The commissions deducted by Adele's from the 
f u l l amount paid for the cleaning services by the clients vary according 
to whether the cl ient is a-regular c l ien t , how long the c l ient has been 
a client of Adele1s, and how long the housekeeper has worked under the 
arrangement described above with Adele1s. The fees withheld by Adele's 
decrease as time goes on but not less than the minimum fee of twenty-five 
percent. I n i t i a l l y when a cl ient contacts Adele's to inquire about and 
request housecleaning services, Adele's usually quotes the going hourly 
rate which the c l ient w i l l be required to pay. 
Adele's obtains contacts with clients who need housecleaning serv-
ices by advertising in the yellow pages, newspapers, door-to-door f lyers, 
coupons, phone so l i c i t i ng , etc. Adele's obtains housekeepers to refer out 
on cleaning assignments by advertising in the newspapers and other media 
for "Housekeepers Needed." I f Adele's is not satisfied with the work of a 
particular housekeeper, i t 1s not necessary for Adele1s to formally dis-
charge such an individual. Adele1s simply does not call on that housekeeper 
again for referral to other jobs. Adele1s does not train new housekeepers 
1n the sense of holding formal classes or training sessions. Adele's 
does have available in its office books and references on housecleaning 
techniques and methods which are available to the housekeepers. The method 
used for selecting housekeepers negates the need for Adele's to train new 
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housekeepers. I f a prospective housekeeper does not do the job the f i r s t 
time they are assigned, they are not called on again for referral to other 
jobs. Adele's only keeps those people who apply to work as housekeepers 
who are capable and who have learned how to do the work before they start 
accepting referrals from Adele's. Ninety percent of the cl ients are 
"regular" in the sense that they are set up on a regular schedule for the 
same housekeeper to do their housekeeping on a regular weekly, biweekly, or 
monthly ongoing service arrangement. 
A questionnaire was sent out by a Department Representative at 
random to some sixty present and former housekeepers. Some seventeen 
responses were returned. Most of those responding to the questionnaire 
indicated that they did not consider themselves to be self-employed in their 
own independent occupation or business. Most of the responses indicated 
that no investment had been made in establishing a business of thei r own. 
Al l but one of the housekeepers responding indicated that they did not 
advertise for the i r services. Also a l l but one responded that they did 
not perform th is type of service for others as an independent contractor. 
Several respondents indicated that they were provided with stationery and 
business cards with the name of Adele's thereon. 
The housekeepers were required to enter into a wri t ten contract 
with Adele's which provided, inter a l ia , that no cl ient referred to a house-
keeper by Adele's shall be contacted by a housekeeper independently during 
the period of the agreement or for six months after termination of the 
agreement between Adele's and the housekeeper• The contract further 
required a housekeeper to pay Adele's a $200 f inder's fee per c l ient in the 
event that a housekeeper should contact a c l ient of Adele's Independently 
during the period of the agreement or six months thereafter to perforin 
housecleaning services for such a c l ien t . The contract further provides 
that Adele's shall schedule hours and geographic areas as specified by the 
housekeeper in advance on a weekly basis. I t also provides that 1t 1s the 
responsibil ity of a housekeeper to fu l f i l l the specified schedule unless a 
housekeeper provides a replacement or-the housekeeper notifies Adele's at 
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whatever reason, cannot perform that particular piece-work assignment, 
then Adele's has made provision to be notif ied so as to be able to make 
arrangements for some other one of i ts piece-worker housekeepers to go out 
and f u l f i l l the assignment. Adele's controls the housekeeper in this 
regard by i ts practice of charging the housekeeper i t s usual fee i f the 
housekeeper does not comply with the contract and the part icular house-
cleaning assignment is not performed. 
Another provision of the*contract prohibiting a housekeeper from 
contacting or performing services for a cl ient of Adele1s independently 
during the period of the agreement or for six months after termination of 
the agreement between Adele1s and a housekeeper, and further requiring a 
housekeeper to pay Adelefs a $200 finder's fee per c l ient in the event 
that a housekeeper should violate said provision of the contract is also 
indicative of an employment relationship. At the hearing Adele's noted 
that such penalty provisions are common in partnership agreements providing 
for a withdrawing partner to compensate the surviving partnership for 
drawing away cl ients from the partnership. I t is because such clients are 
cl ients of the partnership that such a clause in the partnership agreement 
becomes necessary. So in the instant case, the question is whether the 
cl ients are cl ients of Adele's or of the individual housekeepers. The 
provision in the contract, as in the case of a partnership, is an acknowl-
edgement that the cl ients in question are clients of Adele's and in order 
to keep them cl ients of Adele's, the housekeepers are speci f ical ly precluded 
or prevented from working and dealing independently with the cl ients during 
the course of the contract and for six months after termination of the 
contract. The Field Auditors conclusion that such provision of the con-
tract does infer or imply that the clients were in fact clients of Adele's 
and not of the housekeepers is supported by the observation that similar 
provisions exist in partnership agreements providing for a penalty or 
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Adele's also has an ongoing relationship with the clients. I f 
a client is dissatisfied with the work of a housekeeper, the client will 
contact Adele's to either request assignment of a new housekeeper or to 
terminate further housedeaning services or to otherwise resolve the 
problem. The client, in most instances, makes out the check for services 
rendered payable to Adele's. I f a housekeeper is unable to perform a 
scheduled assignment and timely notifies Adele's, i t is the responsibility 
of Adele's to find a substitute to perform the job. Adele's is engaged 
in a continual ongoing undertaking of advertising for and obtaining clients 
who need housecleaning services performed. Although i t does not provide 
training in the formal sense, Adele's, by means of its method of selecting 
housekeepers, provides trained and capable housekeepers to the clients. 
Adele's controls the client's ability to contract directly with a house-
keeper by means of the contractual provision prohibiting a housekeeper 
from contacting a client of Adele's independently. Adele's also schedules 
the dates and times for the housecleaning and the assignment of the house-
keepers to the scheduled jobs. 
In light of all of the foregoing facts, the applicable law and 
Unemployment Insurance Rules in the instant case, the Board concludes that 
neither part "A" nor part "B" of the "AB" test quoted above has been 
satisfied. The Board concludes from the evidence that Adele's has the 
legal right to direct and control the work of the housekeepers in the 
instant case. The Board also concludes that the housekeepers in question 
were not customarily engaged or did not show an intent to be customarily 
engaged in an independently established endeavor of the same nature as that 
involved in the contract of service. The clients for whom the services 
were performed were the clients of Adele's and not of the housekeepers. 
[See Blami res v. Board of Review of department of Employment Security of 
Industrial Commission, Utah, 584 P.2d 889 (19/8).J Therefore tne individuals 
picked up on the audit performed by the Department Field Auditor are found 
to be in employment subject to the Utah Employment Security Act. Remunera-
tion for their services as determined by the Auditor constitutes wages 
subject to contributions under said Act. This matter is remanded to the 
Field Audit Section of the Department of Employment Security for further 
proceedings consistent with this decision. 
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